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'From World War I an, these people have done
Stores, police
so much that we can't possibly repay them'
combine efforts Memorial to express gratitude to vets
to prevent meth
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By TOM BERRY
fine.
Staff Writer
The two ingredients —
With strict laws on the sale of decongestants found in Sudafed,
cold and allergy medications Actifed, Claritin D, and lowcontaining ephedrine or pseu- cost generic products — are
doephedrine now on the books used in the production of
in Tennessee, criminals involved methamphetamine, a highly
in the illegal production of addictive stimulant. Meth makmethamphetamine might set ers — known as cooks — often
their sights Kentucky to get prefer obtaining generic medicawhat they need.
tions that sell for as little as $I
However, per box to cut the cost of proif they do, ducing
the
drug.
they
will Pseudoephedrine-based gel caps
find
their and liquids are not included in
chances of the restrictions because they
obtaining cannot be used to produce
large methamphetamine.
amounts of
Tennessee spent more money
the medica- than any state in the nation last
tions used to year cleaning up methamphetaRoberts
produce the mine labs primarily located in
drug as hard remote areas of the state. The
to come by here as it was at law's sponsor. Rep. Charles
home as retail stores. agri-busi- Curtiss.
D-Sparta,
Tenn.,
nesses and law enforcement accused some retailers of supstand ready and waiting.
plying drug dealers with what
Following action by the they need to ply their trade.
Tennessee legislature March 30,
"There are some retailers
all cold and allergy remedies here supplying these drug-makcontaining ephedrine or pseu- ers with the products," Curtiss
doephedrine must be removed told The Associated Press.
from store shelves, placed "We've got some people; that
behind the counter, or locked up was their last chance to make a
with sales restricted to those that big deal."
produce an ID card. Even with
Although it doesn't include
identification, the number of the threat of a tine, a similar law
packages that can be bought by a was enacted by the Kentucky
single customer is limited.
General Assembly early this
Businesses in Tennessee year and businesses have acted
were given until II a.m. March to restrict sales.
31 to remove the drugs from
shelves or face a stiff $2,500 •See Page 2A

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
For Jacob Roach, the proposed veterans memorial in
Murray is more than just a
potential lure for visitors to the
area.
It is about family as he has
had a relative serve in nearly
every war since 1900. And
with the Calloway County
High School senior joining the
Army National Guard after he
graduates next month, the idea
of being a veteran himself
someday makes the project
that much more attractive.
Roach, though, is a little
more involved than most. He
is actually part of it, using the
technology skills he has
gained to help design the facility that is expected to sit near
the, corner of Eighth and
Chestnut
streets
inside
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks & Recreation's Chestnut
Park location.
He knows how much the
project will mean to his family, regardless of who designed
It.
"So, yes, I wanted to give
back to them, but I also wanted to give back to the community," said Roach, 18, who is
working with CCHS teacher
John Williams on the project.
"Still, there's something that
needs to be known. This
memorial is not even going to
touch the bases of gratitude we
should give (veterans). From
World War I 15k-these'people
have done so much that we
can't possibly repay them."

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

Calloway County High School senior Jacob Roach, right, and teacher John
Williams examine Roach's design idea, enlarged on a background screen, on a
computer inside one of the campus' labs recently.
Roach became involved in
mid-January when David
Foley, a member of Veterans
of Foreign Wars Post 6291 and
among the main coordinators
for the project, came to CCHS
to promote the project as
something Williams could use
as a class project. Almost
immediately, Williams said it
was (*ions Row* would be among those participating.
"It was obvious that Jacob

understood the importance of walking down the road, so 1
a project like this. You could asked him what was going
really sense his emotion for on," he said. "It turns out., he
it," Williams recalled.
was on his way to Fort
Williams said he did not Campbell (where he would
have to think twice about leave for a mission) and had
accepting Foley's offer. In ran out of gas. I didn't think
fact, he knows a thing or two twice. I said. 'Let's go.'
about showing support for vet"It turned out I was the first
erans.
person to ask him if he needed
"One day. I was out mow- help, and he'd been walking a
ing my yard and I saw a guy
dressed in Army uniform just
III See Page 2A

Faithful pay respect to John Paul II Just A-Swmgin'
By NICOLE WINFIELD
Associated Press Writer
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
Police reopened the line to St.
Peter's Basilica on Thursday,
giving the faithful a final chance
to pay respects to Pope John
Paul II. Thousands of Poles held
aloft red-and-white Polish flags,
adding a shimmering stripe of
color to the procession.
Authorities had closed the
line Wednesday night as officials rushed to make last-minute
preparations for the pope's
pomp-filled funeral on Friday,
which was drawing leaders from
more than 100 countries. They
also closed the basilica for a few
hours overnight for cleaning.
By the time the basilica and
line reopened. many who had
waited hours for a chance to
_spend a few seconds briefly
viewing the pope's crimsonrobed body had given up and
left.
Officials said Thursday
morning's line was moving
quicker, with the wait dramatically shortened to just a few
hours. But they announced that
the basilica doors would be shut
at 10 p.m., making it likely that
the line would be closed later in
the day to spare pilgrims too far
back from waiting in vain. On
Wednesday, some in the throng
had waited 24 hours to get
inside.
Later Thursday, the Vatican
was to release the text of John
Paul's spiritual testament — a
I5-page document the late pontiff began writing in his native
Polish in 1979, the year after he

AP Photo

Medical workers look at cases of water at a help station
on the Via della Conciliazione in Rome as they patrol the
queue of people walking toward Saint Peter's Basilica
where the Pope lies in state at the Vatican earlier today.
Medical crews are on high alert and have been handing
out water to the thousands of pilgrims who have filed into
the basilica to say their farewells to the late pope.
was elected pope.
ebrated during the nine days of
The Vatican also released the mourning that begin on Friday
series of Masses that will be cel- with the pope's funeral. Among

the prelates celebrating the
Masses is Cardinal Bernard
Law, who resigned as archbishop of Boston amid the sex abuse
scandal and now heads the St.
Mary Major basilica — one of
the most important churches in
Rome.
Officials on Wednesday sent
text messages on Italian cellular
phone networks that warned
subscribers: "St. Peters full."
Later that night they erectedl)africades to prevent people from
joining the line.
At one point during the night,
pilgrims who had been cut off
began chanting, "Open. Open."
As the line reopened, police said
pilgrims had to wait only about
three hours before entering the
basilica.
The line was filled with
Polish flags on Thursday as
some of the 2 million Poles
expected to travel from John
Paul's native country arrived.
The pope is credited with helping to end communism in
Poland and unite Europe.
I4esident Bush was joined by
his father, former President
George H.W. Bush and former
President Bill Clinton in giving
a private tribute Wednesday
night, kneeling at the side of
John Paul's bier and folding
their hands in silent prayer.
They were among the monarchs, presidents and heads of
government from more than 100
countries who have begun arriving for a funeral Friday that will
he marked by solemn pageannzi.

•See Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHTledger & limes photo

Zackery Duncan enjoys some hang time on a swinging
bar inside the North Calloway Elementary School gymnasium during Thursday's YMCA Spring Break Camp.
The camp is being conducted all week for children both
in the Murray Independent and Calloway County school
districts.
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SheriffPolicelogs

II Faithful ...
Paul to abide by their vow of
secrecy — or face "grave penalties according to the judgment of
the future pope."
Vatican spokesman Joaquin
Navarro-Valls said the cardinals
would celebrate a morning
Mass on April 18, then be
sequestered in the Sistine
Chapel in the early afternoon
for their first secret ballot.
In past conclaves, the socalled "princes of the church"
were locked in the Apostolic
Palace, crammed into tiny
makeshift cubicles without running water and limited toilet
facilities.
John Paul, in a 1996 change,
said the cardinals would be
housed in a hotel within the
Vatican walls that he had built.
Each cardinal now has a private
room and bath.
Also unlike previous con-

From Front
John Paul died on Saturday at
age 84.
Italian authorities readied
anti-aircraft rocket launchers
and took other security measures to protect the dignitaries
converging on Rome for the
funeral. Naval boats were
patrolling the Tiber River that
marks the boundary of Vatican
City, and rniaaikaainned ships
were guarding the coastline.
As they planned the transition from John Paul's eventful
26-year reign, the College of
Cardinals set April 18 as the
start of its conclave to elect a
successor, a papal election with
new rules and new technologies.
With 3,500 accredited journalists watching, the 116 cardinals expected to chose the next
pope will be mindful of the
a :ailing in a document by John

WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly cloudy.
Friday will be
A65 partly cloudy
in
LOW: with highs
the mid 60s.
Friday night
will be mostly
clear with lows
in the mid 40s.

•Memorial

HIGH:
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Correction
A story in Wednesday's edition said Stella Market owner
Don Shaw has lived in Stella all
his life. That is not true. He's
from Mayfield and has lived in
Calloway County for 25 years.
reporter erred.
The Murray Ledger cfc limes
strives to ensure accurate and
lair reporting. however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error: please call 753-1916.

From Front
pretty long way. You would've
thought that it wouldn't have
taken that long, so that go to me
a bit."
Roach said he has contacted
others involved with the planning, including Parks &
Brad
Director
Recreation
City
Murray
Steele,
Administrator Don Elias and
Murray State University Chief
Facilities
of
Engineer
Management Kim Oaunan, all
of whom he said have been
helpful, ranging from advice on
design to aerial photographs of
the park.
And, to him, having so many
people involved is how it should
be.
"This should not be about
one person." he said. "I was fortunate enough to become part of
it. I just knew how to draw and

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma, hay fever, sinus diseases. eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

Kentucky State Police
appointed will be more or less
• In March, troopers opened 124 criminal cases, made 173
like him," he told reporters as arrests, investigated 67 collisions (including four fatalities),
he entered the Vatican for received 746 calls for service and made 48 DUI arrests. Post One
Thursday's pre-conclave meet- covers 11 counties, including Calloway. As of March 31, there
have been 11 people killed in collisions in that area. Of those who
ings.
five were not wearing their seat belt and four involved alco)iied,
John Paul's spiritual docuwere 13 people killed.
ment did not name the mystery hol. During the same period in 2004, there
killed, compared
people
198
been
have
there
2005,
in
Statewide
cardinal he created in 2003.
year.
last
177
to
Paul
John
said.
Navarro-Valls
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
created the "in pectore" or "in
to speak to a deputy at 11 a.m. Tuesday in refwanted
caller
A
•
the heart" cardinal in his last
incident on his U.S. 641 South property. The
trespassing
a
erence
consistory. The formula is used
without permission.
there
subject camped
when the pope wants to name a
• A caller from Shannon Creek Road reported at 7:54 p.m.
cardinal from a country where Tuesday teenagers riding dirt bikes on dirt road behind her house.
the church is oppressed.
Extra patrol was requested and the subjects were told the laws.
The number of cardinal elec• A grease fire was reported at 9:44 p.m. Tuesday at a Megan
tors under age 80 and thus eligi- Drive residence. Another call about four minutes later said the fire
ble to vote is 117. On was out. Calloway County Fire-Rescue was notified.
Wednesday, the Philippines
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
Embassy to the Holy See said
Cardinal Jaime Sin, 76, was too
ill to attend. However, on
Thursday, Sin's office in Manila
said the cardinal was hoping to
employees tipped local law
From Front
attend despite his poor health.
enforcement to situations that
Calloway County Sheriff led to arrests in -two separate
Larry Roberts said he didn't methamphetamine-related inci••
expect any significant increase dents within a week. In one case,
in the number of those trying to the accused had purchased pseuhow to work things up on a
purchase large amounts of cold doephedrine at Rite-Aid then
computer, and I've been blessed
and allergy medications from made his way across 12th Street
with the ability to do certain
to CVS, where he attempted to
outside the area.
things.
"There are some that go from buy more cold medicine.
"We're also not near being
Murray Police Chief Ken
store to store to try to buy it,"
finished. There is still more to
Roberts said, "but moat of them Claud said stores have been a
add."
find a way to steal whatever they big help in law enforcement's
Despite the community coleffort to reduce access to items
need."
laboration, this project is the
and needed in meth production.
Rite-Aid
CVS,
veterans.
NEW YORK (AP) — Two Walgreens — all situated at the
"We don't have any formal
"Jacob is not the type that is 16-year-old girls from New corner of 12th and Main streets agreement," he said, "but they
going to elevate himself," York City have been arrested on — as well as other stores such tip us off when someone tries to
Williams sail. "He's a very immigration charges after feder- Family Dollar, Dollar Store, buy too much."
hard-nosed kid that wants to get al authorities said they planned Fred's Super Dollar Store and
The General Assembly
the job done, but most impor- to become suicide bombers, Wal-Man that sell pseu- approved legislation in its recent
tantly, he wants to have it done according to a published Peport. doephedrine-based medications session to attempt to slow the
The teenagers were arrested limit the number of packages flow of pseudoephedrine to drug
right. This is something that
honors our veterans, so, with March 24 and were being held in that a customer can buy per visit dealers, makers and users.
this, you definitely want to a detention center in Leesport, to usually two to three packages.
"People that need them can
make sure you have everything Pa., The New York Times
Although most managers at still get them," Roberts said,"But
reported Thursday, citing a gov- Murray stores declined to com- that should help a whole lot —
down pat."
Foley says fundraising for ernment document provided by ment officially on their security keeping these drugs locked up."
the memorial is progressing. He a federal agent.
Law enforcement agencies
procedures, purchases of the
According to the document, medications at the stores have also received- some help
said no date for the opening of
the memorial, which is expected the FBI found that the girls revealed that sales are limited to from agricultural chemical proto feature a variety of statues posed "an imminent threat to the any one customer during a short ducers in the fight against the
and even a full-scale military security of the United States period of time. Some require an illegal production of meth.
based upon evidence that they identification card and log
helicopter.
Royster Clark, a national
"If we raise $20,000 the first plan to be suicide bombers," the names and automobile license agri-business with a location in
year, we might be able to put in Times said.
plate numbers during a sale, and Murray, has developed GloTell,
The evidence was not some have moved the items to a Marking agent added to anhythe bricks (for the surface).
Then, we might raise another described in the document.
drous ammonia, a fertilizer used
pharmacies.
a
Pelt,
Van
Manny
portion for the following year
Roberts said his department in meth production. GloTell
spokesman for Immigration and does not reguW,ask to inspect stains the gas with a pink tint
and take cara of. aoaue
divi.Ctons Enforcemeot,
fisid:lbtAft,
logs kept try ata because they that, When exposed to skin, is
of
Department
U.t.
the
sion
of
raise the whole thing and have it,
are cooperating with law very difficult to remove, accordup one year. It just depends us _ Homeland Securilya.would. con- enforcement by reporting unusu- ing to the company's Web site.
how quickly we raise the money firm only that two juveniles had al requests for the medications.
Claud said the ingredient
been arrested on "administrative
for it."
"There's no problem with should be widely used in the
immigration violations" and people coming into a store and area soon. Officers have made
remained in custody.
buying if they have a cold, but if multiple arrests after finding
The girls — one from someone comes in repeatedly suspects trying to steal anhyBangladesh, one from Guinea wanting to buy. we'll hear about drous ammonia from Royster
— were living in the United it," Roberts said.
Clark tanks in Murray.
States illegally, the Times
"It won't be long before that
Earlier this year, CVS
will be standard practice around
reported.
here," he said.
GloTell also dilutes the quality of the methamphetamine
produced, making the treated
gas undesirable.
"Experiences over the winter
months have proven that the
longer the GloTell is in the
anhydrous. the more effective
the results," according to Scott
Spielman, director of GloTell
sales. "Locations are seeing the
thieves try to make methamphetamine with GloTell and
when they discover the end
result that GloTell creates, they
do not come back."
The number of meth-producPickup
2003 Chevy Z71
ing labs exploded in western
Air,
Tilt.
Cruise
PL,
PW,
Dark Grey, 4x4
Kentucky from 1998 to 2001
and the trend is continuing,
WAC • Tax, Title & Fees
ONLY
according to Kentucky State
Police and its task forces. Only
Come See Chris "Bear" Hayden For This Great Deal'
18 meth labs were found by
authorities in 1998 in the western part of the state; however
that number hit 185 just three
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
years later — 10 times as many
PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
as found in eastern Kentucky
1300 N. 121 Sy-Pass • Murray • 12701753-5315 -18001455-5315
during the same time period —
war.brandonautsswor1d.com
according to the National Drug
•
vr
Intelligence Center's Kentucky
Drug Threat Assessment 2005.
ALI,
The Associated Press conChad JenkIns
Brad Lyons
Tripn 17,irdorr
tributed to this story.
claves, the electors would be
free to roam the Vatican, though
they are forbidden from communicating with anyone outside. The Sistine Chapel and
other areas will be swept for
listening
electronic
any
devices.
According to church law,
prelates are expected to hold at
least one ballot on the first day
of a conclave. If no one gets the
required two-thirds majority
after about 12 days, cardinals
may change procedure and
elect the pope by simple majority.
Indonesian Cardinal Julius
Darmaatmadja, the archbishop
of Jakarta, said Thursday he
hoped the College of Cardinals
would keep John Paul's legacy
in mind when they enter the
conclave.
"We hope that the man they

III Meth ...

NYC teens
held after
planned
bombing

It's A "Bear"
Of A Deal!

May 31 - July 29, 2005
REGISTRATION

April 11th - April 15th

REGISTRATION FEES
(non-refundable)

$30/One Child • $35/Two Children
$40/Three Children

$20,900 s'""31

EiCertitied

Brandon EiCIO

REGISTRATION LOCATIONS
mms Cafeteria — 3-6 p.m.
MES Cafeteria — 2:30-6 p.m.

DAILY RATES

$19/One Child • $26/Two Children
$30/Three Children

.-.04040,440mr0IlLsoitO

0,04

WEEKLY RATES
$75/One Child • $105/$Two Children
$120/Three Children

FIELD TRIPS
Field Trip Fee: $50 • Pool Pass: $40
Murray Elementary School - 753-5022
Murray Middle School - 759-0842

Over 5400 Different Fastners In Stock.
• Nuts, Bolts & Washers • From Grades 2-8 otimminor
• Concrete Anchors, Dry Wall Screws,
SAE & Metric 0
Threaded Rod
Finishes - Zinc Plate, Brass, Stainless &
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State education leaders consider merit pay for teachers
LOUISVILLLE, Ky.(AP) — As the
demand for student achievement and
performance grows, the state is considering reimbursing its teachers for a job
well done.
Teachers could receive financial
compensation based on job performance, rather than long-standing factors,
including experience and career
longevity.
Education Secretary Virginia Fox
said the idea of additional cornpensalion — including tax credits and paying
off teachers' student loans — will be
discussed by a state task force.
"What we now reward teachers for

is insufficient," said Education
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit.
Lawmakers have been including
funds for merit pay programs in their
budgets.
President Bush included $500 million in his budget, and Gov. Ernie
Fletcher included $25.8 million in his
proposed budget, although the money
was redirected for other educational
purposes by the General Assembly.
Last year, an Lexington-based education advocacy group aimed to develop new teacher compensation based on
students' improving achievement.
The proposal by the Prichard

Committee for Academic Excellence
would reimburse teachers for exceeding
certification requirements, accepting
difficult assignments and working a
longer school year.
"It's not just a matter of paying all
teachers more. It's a matter of paying
smarter," said Bob Sexton, executive
director of the Prichard Committee.
For over a year, Kentucky has tested
the waters with a pilot program
designed to encourage teacher retention
at schools in the state.
Iroquois
Middle
School
in
Louisville gives $1,000 to teachers who
return each fall and an additional

$1,000 if they remain through spring.
coring younger special-education teachMarty Vowels, a retired principal of ers.
Iroquois, said the program helped
Although a survey of the program's
reduce its teacher transfer rate from 45 ...participants conducted by the Institute
percent in 2001 to 28 percent in 2003.
for Education Research at the
-The amount of money is not University of Kentucky found
that
enough to make a teacher who
many supported the new pay method.
absolutely hates the place stay," she
there are some who oppose it.
said."But what it does say to those peoTeachers say merit pay could
ple is someone knows what you are
doing and is paying attention and is encourage competition among teachers, especially if performance is based
saying thank you."
Meanwhile, the Shelby County dis- on how well their students do. they
trict pays a yearly $2,100 bonus to spe- say other factors affect the system,
cial-education teachers, and gives expe- including subjective evaluations and
rienced teachers an hourly $25 for men- statewide test performance.

Officials
discuss
CATS
changes
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
State education officials on
Wednesday mulled over a plan
that would change the structure
of Kentucky's student assessment exams.
The
State
Board
of
Education is considering ways
to tweak the annual tests that
pupils across Kentucky take.
One component could develop a way for the state to track
student progress over time. The
board is also considering proposals that would bring the
state in line • with federal
requirements to have pupils in
grades three through eight take
annual reading and math
assessment tests.
Board members said they
also wanted to enhance the
reporting of scores, getting
more pupil information in less
time.
Members said they wanted
to keep the tests efficient
enough to be administered
within a "reasonable" time, and
keep them affordable.
Some acknowledged that the
state may not be able to afford a
testing system that has everything that educators are looking
for.
"We may have to make sacrifices," said Hilma Prather, a
board member from Somerset.
The board is crafting a proposal to solicit bids for a new
testing company to work on
proposed modifications to its
Commonwealth Accountability
Testing System.
Most changes would not be
implemented until 2007.
Currently, students in grades
four, five, seven, eight, 10, 11
and 12 take Kentucky Core
Content Tests in different subject areas, including: reading,
math, science, social studies,
writing and the arts. Students
also maintain writing portfolios, which are reviewed after
grades four, seven and 12.
Richard Innes, of the
Bluegrass Institute for Public
Policy Solutions, said the plans
were encouraging. Innes said
the state needs a way to measstudents'
individual
ure
progress over time.
"What I like is that this
board, this year, people are
really asking good questions,"
Innes said. "They're paying
attention to the areas that we
think they need to start paying
attention to."
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*11729

$
2
98each

1" x 4" x 8' Top Choice"
Whitewood Board
*Ideal for a wide vane!.
home, craft and hobby
projects *00940. 130980

Buy 2 Rolls
Get 3., Roll Free
SPECIALVILLUIl
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Colonial Casing
Contractor Pack
•Fingerjoint pine *Primed

vorrarsimi

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

0

View Our
Entire inventory 3t
ww
hinnettmotorsinc
.com
"Mr

.25•••-•

1-800-363-4720

A

•

SPSCIAL11111U111
$149 each
5/8" x 6" *6' Dog-Ear
Wood Fence Board
"Pressure treated
*202922

SPIRCIAL1MU.U10

35

0 per linear ft
Colonial Base
Contractor Pack
•Fingerjoint pine *Primed

EVERYDAY

LOW PRICES
GUARANTEED

Find a Lower Price,
end we'll match it,
PLUS take an
additional 10% offl

$225°

SPECIALVALUE!

$10462

$347
3/8"

,ach

x 100113 HP
Professional Cable
Drum Machine
"includes 4-piece cutler set

2d3' Roll 14-2 NM-B
Copper Cable with
Ground Wire
•15 arms *70123

9' x 150' Housewrap
•Lrmq 6 riis "P,ice taken
at the recpster
*16829(

*100808

LOWER MEE'

$59 412;1700
6' Fib‘glass Stepladder
•250 lb load r ap
198148
8' Fiberglass Stepladder
*98195
S79

For the Lowe's nearest you, call
1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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Bill gives babies a
better chance at life
A bill passed by the General Assembly and signed into law
recently by Gov. Ernie Fletcher gives Kentucky babies a better
chance in life and at life.
Newborns in the commonwealth will now be screened for 29
different disorders, 28 of them metabolic blood disorders, as children in 45 other states currently are. The screening follows guidelines recommended by the March of Dimes and the U.S,
Department of Health and Human Services.
Using new technology known as tandem mass spectrometry,
doctors can check for diseases early, meaning diagnosis and treatment can also begin early, sometimes preventing a serious illness,
disability or even death.
The move will cost Kentucky millions of dollars but we can't
think of a better place for the funds to be spent. The cost, estimated at $3.1 million this year, will be paid through a combination of
sources, including the Tobacco Settlement fund and hospital fees.
General Fund dollars will also be added to the mit.
Medical experts believe up to 5 percent of the children who die
in Kentucky each year from sudden infant death syndrome may
have actually suffered from a metabolic condition which could
have been treated if discovered early. Now, that 5 percent and perhaps even more will have a better chance to survive.
We applaud 'Fletcher and the General Assembly for putting its
money where its mouth is in this case and approving and signing
into law Senate Bill 24. We are sure that Kentuckians across the
state join us in saying thanks.
—The Ledger Independent, Maysville

Fletcher's pay increases
seem unfairly high
News that Gov. Ernie Fletcher is paying top state officials significantly more than their counterparts in the previous administration raises some serious concerns.
Fletcher has appointed more than 65 people who are paid at
least $100,000 a year, three times the salary of the average state
worker.
Most cabinet secretaries are now paid $127,000, up $20,000
from former Gov. Paul Patton's cabinet, a 19 percent increase.
The amount of these salary increases is high compared to the
Patton administration, not to mention the 3 percent increase averaged by most workers.
We understand the need to be competitive and hire top-notch
state officials, but this is excessive.
Let's remember we are in a slowly improving but still questionable financial situation in this state. Are we really at the point
where we should be giving top officials these kind of raises?
Here are some examples of the difference between the two
administrations payment of cabinet members: Fletchers general
counsel receives $127,146, up 19 percent from Patton's general
counsel, and his press secretary receives $121,957, up 17 percent
from Patton's press secretary.
We are sure that Fletcher has some very well-qualified officials
working for him, but are they that superior to Patton's officials?
We doubt it.
.
It is a concern that while top officials are receiving hefty raises,
rank and file state workers received far less.
Raises for all state workers averaged 3 percent last year.
"Morale is quite low for state employees, and this is one reason
why," said state Rep. Derrick Graham, D-Frankfort.
What is even more disturbing is that these large raises come
only two years into Fletchers term.
Overall, these pay increases for Fletchers top officials seem
high compared with previous administrations and certainly high
compared to lower level state employees whose hard work is
essential to the efficient function of state government.
—Daily News, Bowling Green
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Most Americans say no nations
should have nuclear weapons
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Most Americans say they do not
think any country, including the
United States, should have
nuclear weapons. That sentiment
is at odds with current efforts by
some nations that are trying to
develop the weapons and by terrorists seeking to add them to
their arsenal.
The only use of an atomic
bomb — by the United States
against Japan at the end of World
War II — provokes sharply different reactions, depending on
the age of those asked. Young
adults tend to disapprove, while
older Americans tend to approve,
an AP-Ipsos poll found.
Albert Kauzmarin, a 57-yearold resident of Norcross, Ga.,
said using the bomb in 1945
"was the best way they had of
ending" World War II.
Six in 10 people age 65 and
older approve of the use of the
atomic bomb at the end of World
War II; the same percentage of
respondents 18 to 29 disapprove.
Even though the Soviet Union
is gone, the nuclear fears that
fueled the Cold War have not
gone away. A majority of people
believe it is likely that terrorists
or a country will use the
weapons within five years.
North Korea claims it has
nuclear weapons now and is
making more. Iran is widely
believed to be within five years
of developing such weapons.
Security for the nuclear material
scattered across the countries of
the old Soviet Union remains a
major concern.
Lurking in the-background is

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Will Lester
the threat that worries U.S. officials the most: terrorists' desire
to acquire nuclear weapons. All
that helps explain why 52 percent of Americans think a
nuclear attack by one country
against another is somewhat or
very likely by 2010. Also, 53
percent think a nuclear attack by
terrorists is at least somewhat
likely.
The Bush administration
repeatedly warns about nuclear
weapons and is using diplomacy
— and force — to try to limit the
threat,
Two-thirds of respondents say
no nation should have nuclear
weapons, including the United
States. Most of the others surveyed say no more countries
should get the weapons.
worry about Pakistan and
India," said Barbara Smith, who
lives in a Philadelphia suburb. "I
don't know what's going to happen with Iran, don't know what's
going to happen with North
Korea."
Smith said she wants to see
the spread of nuclear weapons
stopped. "It's too dangerous, too
many things can go wrong." she
said.
About one-third of those in an
ABC News-Washington Post
poll in the mid-1980s — when
the Cold War was hot — thought
there would be a nuclear war in
the next few years between the
two superpowers.

The AP-Ipsos poll found 44
percent of those surveyed said
they frequently or occasionally
worry about a terrorist attack
using nuclear weapons, while 55
percent said they rarely or never
do.
Susan Winter of McLean, Va.,
says her awareness of the nuclear
threat does not cause her to fret
constantly. "I'm concerned, but
I don't worry about it," Winter
said. "I'm not a nail biter. I
don't lose sleep over it."
People were divided about
the use of the atomic bomb in
1945, though they were asked
about Hiroshima and Nagasaki
after a series of questions on the
nuclear threat.
Overall, 47 percent of those
surveyed approved of dropping
the bombs on Japan while 46
percent disapproved, according
to the poll of 1,000 conducted
by Ipsos-Public Affairs from
March 21-23 with a margin of
sampling error of plus or minus
3 percentage points.
The United States, Britain.
Russia, Franee and China have
nuclear weapons, and Pakistan
and India have also conducted
nuclear tests. Many believe
Israel has nuclear weapons, but
that country has never acknowledged it. North Korea claimed
in February that it had nuclear
weapons.

The threat from nuclear terrorism is greatest, analysts say,
because terrorists with nuclear
weapons would feel little or no
hesitance about using them. .
That's why those who monitor
nuclear proliferation are so concerned about securing weapons
stockpiles and dismantling
weapons as quickly as possible.
"We're in the race of our
lives," said Joe Cirincione of the
Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace,"and we're
not running fast enough."
AP-IPSOS POLL I

Nuclear fears
A majority of Americans believe
a nuclear attack of some kind
will occur within five years, and
many said they frequently or occasionally worry about a terrorist
attack using nuclear weapons,
a poll found.

How likely is it that a terrorist
attack using nuclear weapons
will take place in the next
five years?
Not ike
Likely
46%
Not sure 1

often do_you w
.1i1Wrrorist attack
weapons?
How

Prequentty Rarely

*a% 31%
Occasionally

nuclear

Not sure 1%

32%

23%
Never

NOTE The pcal ol1 001 awl's was taken

March 21-23 it has a margin ot sampang
afro( ot plus cx manus 3 percentage points
SOURCE Ipsos-Pubbc Affairs tor AP

Education law change could
affect millions of students
WASHINGTON (AP)— A
fundamental change in how the
Education Department enforces
By Ben Feller
the No Child Left Behind law
the policies had not been forcould affect the education of
students, showing gains in early
millions of students as states
mally announced. Education
reading and providing report
seek federal approval on everySecretary Margaret Spellings
cards to the public.
thing from teacher quality to the has invited top school officers
The bipartisan conference of
measuring of student progress.
from the states to Mount
state lawmakers has criticized
For example, the department
Vernon: Va., on Thursday to
the Bush administration over
plans to give certain states more unveil the enforcement
the law, calling it a coercive act
freedom in how they test hunapproach and the special educa- that sets unrealistic goals for
dreds of thousands of children
tion policy. Education
some hard-to-reach students.
with milder disabilities. Bush
Department leaders declined
One state, Connecticut, became
administration officials told The comment until then.
the first on Tuesday to pledge a
Associated Press on Tuesday.
The new enforcement
federal lawsuit over the law.
Only states that can prove
approach is the first significant
Yet the department's plans to
progress or a strong commitchange under Spellings, who
give states different treatment
ment to improve will be serihelped write the law as Bush's
based on good behavior raise
ously considered for that flexidomestic policy chief in the
political and legal questions.
bility, the officials said.
White House before becoming
said Patricia Sullivan, director
The idea is to get something
of the independent Center on
in return for offering such flexi- secretary in January.
Spellings has determined that Education Policy.
bility, said one official familiar
the Education Department hasAdministration officials said
with the changes, such a.s
lawyers have cleared the idea.
increased learning and "narrow- n't focused enough on the big
picture — whether students are
On the special education poling the achievement gap."
learning — when it reviews and icy, the department already
Shrinking the test-score gap
between white and minority stu- approves state education plans.
allows schools to test I percent
States must get approval if they
dents is a central goal of the
of students — those with signifwant changes in how they hold
2001 law, which aims to get all
icant cognitive disabilities — at
schools accountable.
children to grade level in readtheir instructional level rather
ing and math by 2014.
As examples, the department than their grade level. That has
now plans closer review the
The officials spoke on the
been the only testing exception.
condition of anonymity because states' progress in graduating
Now the department will

WASHINGTON TODAY

also allow flexibility for students who are not severely disabled but who have not been
able to reach grade level
because of disabilities such as
moderate mental retardation or
severe emotional disabilities.
Schools will be allowed to give
alternate tests for an additional
2 percent of kids, aimed at covering these "gap" students.
The tests may be geared
toward grade-level content but
presented in a different way, or
they may be based on a different academic level deemed
appropriate for an individual
student. The department will he
looking for models that ensure
progress and align tests to content.
Put together. the change
means 3 percent of all children
— that's roughly 30 percent of
all children with disabilities —
will be allowed to be tested on
standards geared for them.
States have been clamoring
for that flexibility. But several
advocacy groups,for the disabled are angry about the
•
change, saying it weakens the
promise to leave no child
behind.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Donna Faye Ramsey Downing

\•

It

a.m. at his home.
Mrs. Henry, 80, Paris. Tenn., died Tuesday. April 5, 2005. at
Mrs. Donna Faye Ramsey Downing, 61, 'Trout Road, Hardin,
He was a member of Smithland United Methodist Church.
Henry County Healthcare Center, Paris.
died Wednesday, April 6, 2005, at 11:45 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Preceding him in death were one son, Daniel Hannan, one sister
A homemaker, she was a member of Cedar Hill Missionary
Paducah.
and one brother. He was the son of the late Isiaeh and Ruby Lawson. Baptist Church where she was the
oldest member of the Adult Choir.
A life long member of Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Karen Lawson; six daughters,
She
married
was
April
12,
to Jurd S. Henry who died in
1949,
she had been employed in Food Services at Murray State University. Mrs. Crystal Burns, Ledbetter, Mrs. Ginny Little, Kirksey, Mrs.
October of 1988. One sister, Surena Lee Dunlap. and one brother,
Her husband, Jimmy Downing, died Nov. 29, 2004. Also preced- Tammy Chittenden, Smithland, and Mrs. Janice Hines, Mrs: Sam
ing her in death were three brothers, Ewin Ramsey, Rex Ramsey and McDonald and Mrs. Terri Hughes, all of Carrsville; one son, John James Arthur. Dunlap. also preceded her in death. Born Nov. 10.
1924, in Paris, she was the daughter of the late Earl Dunlap arid
John Clinton Ramsey. Born March 4, 1944, in Calloway County, she Hartman, Reno, Nev.; 15 grandchildren.
Erma Lee House Dunlap.
was the daughter of the late John Clinton Ramsey and Nellie Mae
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Smithland United
Survivors include one sister, Ms. Adele Dunlap, Murray, Ky.:
Jones Ramsey.
Methodist Church. The Rev. Mike Birk and the Rev. Mac Dossett
one brother, Raymond Lee Dunlap and wife, Dorothy, Springfield.
Survivors include her mother-in-law, Mrs. Earline Downing. will officiate. Burial will follow in the Good Hope Cemetery.
Mo.; two stepsons, Haney L. Henry and wife, Mary, Gallatin, Tenn.,
Hardin; three sisters, Mrs. Nell Wilson and husband, Joe, Benton,
Visitation will be at Boyd Eudveral Home, Salem, after 5 p.m.
James Vernell Henry, Paris, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews.
and
and Mrs. Mary Jo Mitchell and husband, Tommy, and Mrs. Julia today (Thursday) and at the church after II a.m. Friday.
Washburn and husband, Wayne, all of Hardin; two brothers, Charles
Ramsey and wife, Adell, Indianapolis, Ind., and Mark Ramsey and Ms. Nettle Jo Wyatt
Mrs. Mary Lou Routh
wife, Emma, Dexter; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Barbara Ramsey,
A private family service will be held for Ms. Nettie Jo Wyatt.
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Lou Routh was Saturday at 2 p.m. at
Murray, Mrs. Mary Lee Ramsey, Hardin, and Mrs. Betty Hottell,
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Smedley Church of Christ, Salem. Bro. Jonathan Purkhiser and Bro.
Loxley, Ala.; 31 nieces and nephews; several great-nieces and great- ments.
Joshua Coles officiated. Burial was in the Smedley Cemetery with
nephews.
, Ms. Wyatt, 74, South 16th Street, Murray. died Tuesday, April 5, Weathers Funeral Home of,Salem in charge of arrangements.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. 2005, at 10:08 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hoosier Upland
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Robert McKinney and the Rev.
Born May 23, 1930, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of Hospice, 1500 W. Main St., Mitchell, Ind., 47466.
Debra Webb will officiate. Burial will follow in the Brooks Chapel the late William Early Haneline and Anna Mae Jones Haneline. One
Mrs. Routh, 75. Salem, Ind., died Wednesday. March 30, 2005, at
Cemetery.
brother, Gene Haneline, also preceded her in death.
2:46 a.m. at her home.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday.
Survivors include one son, Mark Wyatt, Murray; one daughter,
She was a member of Smedley Church of Christ and a former
Linda Wyatt; one brother, Donald Haneline, Mayfield; seven grand- employee of Salem Creamery, Warren's Sweet Shop,
Williams Drug
Eugene Raymond Milbier
children.
Store, Pennington's Pharmacy and Salem Camera Shop.
Eugene Raymond Milmet, 82, Southwood Drive, Murray, died
Born in Washington County, Ind., she was the daughter of the late
Wednesday, April 6, 2005, at 3:32 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Mrs. Earline Henry
John Mahuron and Bertha Akers Mahuron. One brother, Warren
Hospital.
The funeral for Mrs. Earline Henry will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Mahuron, also preceded her in death.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Cedar Hill Missionary Baptist Church. Kenneth Humphreys will
Survivors include her husband, Roger Routh; one daughter, Mrs.
officiate. Family members will serve as pallbearers. Burial will fol- Teresa Pervine and husband, Robert, Murray, Ky.: one son, David
Robert Edward (Edmond) Lawson
low in the Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Routh, Salem; two grandchildren. Tracy Shumake. Leesburg. Fla..
Robert Edward(Edmond)Lawson, 85, Smithland, father of Mrs.
Visitation will be Saturday from 9 to 11 a.m. At Ridgeway and Trevor Pervine, Mayfield, Ky.; one brother, D. Jack Mahuron.
Ginny Little of Kirksey, died Wednesday, April 6, 2005, at 11:15 Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., and after noon at the church.
Salem, Ind.

Ky. Guardsman says inadequate equipment endangers troops
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFOkT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky National Guard troops
in Iraq are driving old trucks
with inadequate armor and ordinary glass that puts troops in
harm's way and may have contributed to the recent death of
one soldier, a veteran has complained to family and co-workers back home.
Staff Sgt. Brad Rogers, a 16year veteran of the Guard, wrote
to co-workers at a northern
Kentucky real estate company to
seek help from. politicians and
the news media to warn about
the dangers facing his unit.
Besides the armor concerns, he
said the trucks frequently break
down.
"I know these are the things
that happen in war. I was in
Desert Storm. This didn't have
to happen, and this shouldn't
have happened. I don't feel right
in my heart to sit here and not do
anything," Rogers wrote to coworkers at the Paul Hemmer
Companies in Fort Mitchell.
Sgt. James A. Sherrill, 27,
was killed Sunday in Iraq, when
a bomb exploded near his military vehicle. Sherrill was part of
the 2113th Transportation
Company, based in Paducah.

which is also
Rogers' unit.
A
Kentucky
National
Guard
spokesman
said officials
were looking
into
Storm
Rogers'
complaints.
"We have done and will continue to do everything in our
power to ensure that our soldiers
have the very best equipment
they can, and that any deficiencies will be corrected as soon as
possible," spokesman David
Altom said in a statement. He
added that Guard officials would
not answer questions about the
matter.
During a news conference
Tuesday about Sherrill's death,
Kentucky Adjutant General
Donald Storm said the truck
"had the latest added-on armor.
It had the complete kit."
A civilian spokesman at the
Pentagon said an e-mail message had been received from
Rogers and that such communications from soldiers are not
unusual.
"Obviously
is
safety
extremely important to our sol-

diers," Paul Boyce said.
In subsequent e-mails to The
Associated Press on Wednesday.
Rogers, 33, said he felt compelled to speak out.
"Yes, I just wish I had spoke
up prior to Sgt. Sherrill's death.
He may have still been with us
today. I let a fellow soldier
down, but I don't plan on doing
it again. I was once told that
silence is saying you are in
agreement. I'm not in agreement, and I won't remain silent
anymore," Rogers said in the email.
"Our command is saying that
they are working on this issue,
but I don't think they are working fast enough. I don't want to
lose another soldier and friend in
my company," Rogers said.
Soldiers' complaints about
inadequate armor on vehicles
have surfaced before. In
October, some members of a
South Carolina-based"'Army
Reserve unit balked at a convoy
mission in Iraq, citing in part a
lack of armor and maintenance
problems on trucks.
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Roadside bombs, or impro- in February. But the armor was half of the unit's vehicles
vised explosive devices as the added only to doors and another Rogers said.
military calls them, have proved piece was placed behind the
The vehicles do not have an
to be a continuing problem for driver. Since arriving in Iraq, ballistic or armored windows
the U.S. military in Iraq. In more armor has been added in and Sherrill was killed when a
response to the 1EDs, military the cab, especially around the piece of shrapnel came through
officials have put more armor on floorboard, but only to about a window. Rogers said.
Humvees and supply trucks.
Earlier this year, Marine Corps
Gen. Peter Pace, vice chairman
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summer.
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whose son is a member of the
2113th and is chairwoman of a
family readiness group, said she
would not comment on military
715 B S. 12th St. • (Across from Food Giant
matters. "I have full support for
762-0450 • Marla Thomas, Owner
this unit," she said.
Rogers told the AP his unit
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stulydis-

McDonalds
..........3133 .0.16
Merck ......
- 0.43
Aficrosoft ___________24.86 + 0.19

Court Square, Murray, 55 42011

270-753-3366 •.00-444- $64
1404,14t $00 am.-5.90 pm. M-F
Mord Lyons a a market water in thrs stod
unc—pnee enameled
Additional information sweat* on request

Sewing By Steven
weed flee,
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

Bell South.
26.99 + 038
Briggs & Stratton .....
35.55 + 0.24
Bristol Myers Squibb
2532 + 0.04
Caterpillar
...........
91.16 - 0.23
(heron Texaco Corp 57.77 + 0.54
Daimler Chrysier
,.42.4$+ 0.11
Dean Foods
15.26 + 0.26
Exxon-Mobil
+ 0.25
Ford Motor ____--....-11.06.0.05
General Electric --.........35.57 +0.07
General
+ 0.20
Gla xoSmith Kline ADR -.46.20 + 0.03
Goodrich
+ 0.03
Goodyear
12.92 - 0.01
HopFed Bank* _____16.51 B 16.78 A

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800472-6852

0

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

0014156 RAS LICE IMRE

Fun In The Sun!

& Gifts

Color Your Spring
*Weeping Cherry
*Dogwood
*Flowering Pear

Friday 4-7 p.m.
HAPPY HOUR

2004 Jeep Wrangler
Auto., V-6, 4x4 Trail Rated

ONLY

$

stk.
18,900 WAG

*Lilac
*Forsythia
*Redbud

1 5% Off Storewide

#5124
+ Tax. Tale & Fees

Come See WV,ZINI For This Great Deal'
JElt ettftled

Brandon EEE]

Open: Mon.-Sal 9-6, Fri. til 7
Sun. 1-5

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 ly•Pas1 • norm • 12701 753-5315 - 1$001 455-5313
www.lorantleolartewer1d.ceen

s the
d

GET MORE THAN YOU PAID FOR
WITH THE NEW L108 LAWN TRACTOR
CHECK OUT THIS OFFER AND MORE
AT YOUR DEALER TODAY!

MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC.
972 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110
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COMMUNITY
Murray Schools schedule
district-wide event Tuesday

4-H Entomology Club Visits Bee Farm

Murray Schools will have a districtwide event on Tuesday.
"Come learn how parents and students
(CATS)
can best prepare for the statewide
Murray
good
some
sharing
while
testing
BenJean
said
ip,"
City School fellowsh
tor.
coordina
nett,
test
The evening will consist of dinner;
6
to
5:30
from
sessions
tion
ing informa
p.m.; short rally from 6 to 7:10 p.m. MurSchool
ray Elementary, Middle and High
Jo's
will perform at the rally and the
students
Datebook
Midlife Crisis, will close the evening.
By Jo Burkeen band,
said, "Call me at 753-4263 with
Bennett
Community
for
your reservation for the event and
Editor
.
Monday
on
noon
by
child care

nt planned
HOSA Beauty Pageamemory
of Meagan
Photo provided
Mrs. Tom
and
to
Mr.
trip
field
a
ated
k of the 4-H Entomology Club coordin
Dr. David Ferguson and Dr. David Mikulci
the venenjoyed
parents
nal
additio
three
and
y morning. Nine youth
Ballard's Hexagon Apiary in Mayfield Saturda
There
bees:
a
lot
about
learned
and
ns
questio
many
ture.The kids asked
ture despite the chilly winds and tempera
hives
bee
crop;
of
seed
acre
an
e
pollinat
can
hive
one
queen;
one
and only
are 40,000 - 90.000 bees in a single hive
you
52
if
at
753-14
contact the Calloway County Coop Extension office
call a two-mile radius home. Persons may
are interested in any 4-H clubs.

Need Line continues to serve area families in need
of
During the month of March, situations for a total
an
average
is
This
8.
$7,450.5
Need
Murray -Calloway County
averLine helped a total of 473 fam- of $54.80 per family. The
groof
bag
each
of
cost
age
ilies, according to Tonia Casey,
(food
pantry
the
from
ceries
director.
e
executiv
These were 375 for food: donated from the community)
106 for utilities: 15 for rent: is $28. The average cost of
14 tOr medical: 375 for hygiene USDA commodity food is $20."
Special needs this month for
and cleaning: 96 persons unethand pantry
ploy ed: 364 inadequate income: the cooler,
canned
eggs,
fresh
include
man13 persons needing money
, boxes
tomatoes
canned
spinach,
Money
g
attendin
nine
;
agement
saltine crackers, bags of dry
Management Class.
Casey said "Need Line beans and canned tuna; for perhelped families that were expe- sonal and cleaning, bath tisriencing short-term emergency sue. shampoo and dish liquid;
and large brown paper bags.
With the help of the corn-

atreezer

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
. Cristina Garcia
84 Peter O'Rourke
Whitney Morris
& Mike Cooper
Julia Wilson
dr Mitch Ryan
Laura DeBerry
& Chad ThornsbrOugh
Danielle Belt & James Lane
Brandi Wilson
& Steve Wilson
Amber Alexander
& Will Ryan
Misty' Emstberger
& Tracy Dunn
Jessica Lemons
& Ross Molle
Rebecca Medlock
& Chad Carver
Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
Beth Driver
&Brandon Ladd

Tridal- Registry 8e gifts
University Square • 12th St.
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5
Saturday 10-2

SUBSCRIBE

a.m. April 21;
•Rebate day for Need Line
at Backyard Burgers from 4
to 10 p.m. April 27;
•Need Line Fishing Tournament starting at daylight April
30.
• Need Line Golf Tournament will be May 13.
Need Line, a United Way
agency, is now in its 31st year
of service to the community.
Persons may donate items at
the office in the Weaks Community Center from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call 7536333.

munity, Need Line will be able
to continue serving the needs
of persons in emergency situations, Casey added.
Need Line events for April
include the following:
MI Need Line Board meeting Monday at noon at Grace
Baptist Church;
111 Money Management Class
Tuesday at 5 p.m. at Need
Line;
•CSFP Food Delivery from
PADD office Tuesday; Ill United Way Agency Conference April 20
II Senior Citizens Day CSFP
Food Pick Up Day at 10:30

Public forum will be April 11
County
Calloway
The
Schools will conduct a public
forum on April 11 at 7 p.m.
in the office of the Calloway
County Board of Education.

ity Plan for Calloway County
Schools. Following the forum
a meeting of the Local Planning Committee will be held
about 7:30 p.m.

Any suggestions or recommendations will be considered by
the Local Planning Committee
in the completion of the proposed Master Educational Facil-

MHS Class of 1985 plans reunion
Murray High School Class
of 1985 is planning it's 20Labor
on
reunion
year
Day. All classmates are request-

lo-0,,
afigalt
RPET3
"&445 7i1c5ityl744411/Zoet"
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
*Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation
.100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic.
Carpet, Vinyl. Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office: (866)936-6600
Cell:(2701293-8086
www shopathomecarpets.com

cWinttero
2005 Young Artist Competition
sponsored by the Paducah Symphony

Murray State University

ed to go to the web site, at
www.geocities.com/mhstigers1
985/ and send your address,
e-mail, etc., to Ann so it can
be posted on the web site or
have it for mailing reunion
information. Also the class is
looking for information on

teachers that were at the high
school from 1981 to 1985 so
they can be invited to the
breakfast on Saturday morning. For more information contact Yvonne Jones Vogt at 7620800.

Exercise class at West Fork
A ladies exercise class meets
at 6 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday at the Family Life Center at West, Fork
Baptist Church, Ky. 121 North

of Stella. All interested ladies
of all ages are invited to participate. The class is free to
the community. For more information call 753-1519.

ay mom
will be having their

Parrish will
HOSA Beauty Pageant in
t Church.
Methodis
United
First
at
a.m.
be April 23 at 10
Kentucky
Registration packets can be picked up at Western
Murrayor
Cuts,
Upper
Home,
Insurance, West View Nursing
Sierra
contact
ion,
informat
more
For
ATC.
County
y
Callowa
com.
Williams at snwilliams05@hotmail.

day
Relay for Life event onwillSatur
be Saturday

from 9
A Car Wash for Relay for Life
Church.
t
Methodis
United
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Kirksey

Hardin
Relay for Life event at be
wanressing

for tips
Relay for Life team members will
nt,
Restaura
Seasons
Four
at
closing
until
on Saturday from 4
Hardin.

reunion
MHS Class of 1975 plans
1975 has scheduled its

30Murray High School Class of
Year reunion on July 2, 2005. The dinner and dance will e
at Oaks Country Club, Murray. Letters to classmates will be
mailed in the next few weeks. For more information or to
help with the planning, contact Tonya Morris at 753-3119 or
Cindy Chrisman-Veach at 753-0231.

ng
CCHS Class of 1985 plansof meeti
1985 will meet

Calloway County High School Class
Sunday at 3 p.m. at Pagliai's to plan for the reunion scheduled July 9 at J. Edwards Restaurant, Murray. For more information contact Vicki Simmons at 1808 Palmer Rd.. Murray,
or at vsimmons@wk.net.

meet
Mother to Mother group will
breastfeeding moms,

Mother to Mother, a support group for
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Kim Jastremswki, CLEC, at 759-474.6.

Horticulture group plans event
Department

now has
Murray State University Horticulture
tomato plants and coleus for sale at the Pullen Farm Greenhouse. For information call 767-0467.

y
Scrabble Club will start FridaCallowa
y Coun-

A Scrabble Club is being formed at Murrayty Senior Citizens Center. Each Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tables will be set up in the education room with Scrabble,
boards. Come play one game or stay the whole time. If you
are 60 or older and enjoy the game, make plans to be there
Friday. For information call 752-0929.

Saturday
Masonic Lodge breakfast onMasons
will have

Murray Lodge 105 of Free and Accepted
its annual country ham breakfast on Saturday started at 5:30
a.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121 North at Robertson
Road North. Tickets are $4 per person. The public is invited
to attend

r
Blood drive today at Curris Cente
have a blood

Western Kentucky Regional Blood Center will
drive today and Thursday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Murray State University Curris Center dance lounge. This is being
sponsored by MSU SGA.

MHS Basketball Banquet planned
be April

COUNTRY NAM BREAKFAST
Sat., April 9th, starting at 5:30 a.m.
EVERYONE IS INVITED

Cost $4.00 Per Person

laentioo 121 North & holism Robertson Rd.

17
Murray High School Basketball Banquet will
at 1 p.m. at Murray State University Curris Center. This will
be to honor the boys and girls teams, cheerleaders and dance
team. Tickets are $15 each and must purchased in advance
by April 12 from Penny Dunn at the high school. No tickets
will be sold at the door. For more information call Cathy
Garland at 753-4351.

Benefit gospel singing Friday

_J

.1

.1
t•tli:111.ir

at
of Murray

Phillip klapper,
(oaring Aicla
No lieforraIN Requireci Call for Appointment
twet - Suite 304E —

0.70 759-481

A benefit gospel singing featuring GrassStains, Southern
Tradition, the Rocky 30 Ridge Runners and Landmark Quartet will be Friday at 7 p.m. at Canton Baptist Church, located oti Highway 68, 1/2 mile after crossing Barkley Lake
bridge. This will be to benefit Mrs. Stephanie Higgins Saupe,
a young mother currently undergoing treatment for breast cancer. No admission will be charged, but a love offering will
he taken.

READ THE COMMUNITY
PAGES DAILY

CALLOWAY COUNTY PRESC1-400L/WEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION
rwrak

sponsored by

A

i LOURDES

featuring
linnaea Brophy, violin
Durufli Requiem
Jonathan Stanczak, piano
Paducah Symphony Chorus
April 9, 2005
Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto no. I. mvt. 1
Saint-Saens Violtn Concerto no. 3, nun. .3
Lather F. Carson
Durufle Requiem
Center
Rivers
Fuser

ginal Teriortnance:

to bring the following with you:
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October 1st. 2005 come and register. You will need
Cards
Security
Certified Birth Certificate u/ Social
6/ Proof of Income(W-2's or Income Taxes)
se Insurance Card or Medical Card
Kentucky Immunization Certificate
Your child does not need to he present to register Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind the Callowa!,• Count!, High school

If you have any questions, call the Preschool at 762-7410.

Promises
are like
babies:
easy to
make, hard
to deliver.
-Author Unknown
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Wyatt named for special awards

Easter Coloring Contest Winners

Jakob Wyatt of Murray has
been named for three special
awards by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Wyatt, a student at Calloway
County High School, has been
named an All-American Scholar by the academy. He was
nominated for the award by
his teacher, Vanda Elliott.
The CCHS student also was
named a national award winner in mathematics by his
teacher, Vanda Elliott, and also
a national award winner in
English by his teacher, Kris
Fazi.

Torsak
named
winner
Photo by Ledger & Times

Winners of the Easter Coloring
Contest are (top from left)
Alyssa Bogard, first place 810, daughter of Jeanne and
Steve Bogard; Chaley Roberts,
first place 5-7, daughter of
Mary Ann Roberts; Suzanna
Grady, first place 3-4, daughter
of Leigh Ann and Raymond
Grady; Dakota Parrish, second
place 8-10, daughter of Steve
Parrish and Lone Turner; (left
photo) Sarah Clark, second
place 3-4, granddaughter of
Ray and Linda Clark. Not pictured Is Eric Dunn, second
place 5-7, son of Allen and
Jennifer Dunn.

BirthAnnouncement

STONE'S DRUGS
& HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPLY
414 SOUTH NINTH ST.• MAYFIELD • 247-3232
247-4139• 1-800-745-0732 • FAX (270) 745-0732
www.cornerdrugstore.com
Dedicated to Prompt. Friendly Service For Over 65 Years

Molded nip eairfle44 1--;-A/W 13ta
American Breast Care brings you the
comfortable, beautiful bra you've
been waiting for. It's our very first
seamless, molded-cup, pocketed bra!
Made of a beautiful nylon!spandex,
this is a revolutionary design that's
invisible under clothing
and provides the
ultimate in comfort!

American
Breast Care
Our model is wearing lightweight breast
prostheses by American Breast Care.

/Clive RegiAbaed\
/ &Lin!Oliplod
Christine Hinkebein &
Richard Thornton
Tiffany Cunningham 81
Chad Milam
Jessi Hargrove & Chris Ham
Trista Hawk St Andrew Dykes
Whitney Morris & Mike Cooper
Kimberity Thompson &
Justin Rogers

Edward Lee Gore
Edward Shawn and Teresa Gore of Almo are the parents of
a son, Edward Lee Gore, born on Saturday, March 19, 2005,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds and 10 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Teresa Lee.
Grandparents are Terry and Barbara Lee of Murray and
Edward Max and Becky Gore of Benton.
Great-grandparents are Clyde and Lavonia Rowland of Almo,
Hilda Rowland of Indianapolis, Ind., Geneva Lee and the late
Elvie Thomas Lee of Murray, Rubye Burchett and the late
Clinton Burchett of Murray, Joe and Nell Wilson of Benton,
and the late Ed Gore.

Jessica Torsak of Murray
has been named a national
award winner in history and
government by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Torsak, a student at Calloway
County High School, was nominated by Steve McCuiston, his
teacher.
She is the daughter of Nyle
and Dale Torsak of Murray.
Her grandparents are Bud
and Barb French and Al and
Carlene Torsak, all of Murray.

and Janice Sheppard of Dexter and Leroy and Myrtle Wyatt
of Murray.

Wyatt is the son of Jeff and
Melissa Wyatt of Murray.
His grandparents are Hayes

Misty Mason 8z Cody Evan
Adriarme Hulffine &
Duct-in Rogers

rentitie

LaVela Sullivan
Registered Fitter For
Orthotics/Mastectomy

Stones is dedicated to
helping women lead fuller
lives after breast surgery.
1-800-745-0732
270-247-3232
270-247-3233

The Store For The Ultimate Gift
270-767-0007
900 Main St • Murra

KY
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING

CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322

APRIL 8TH & 9TH

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
April 8th & 9th • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
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RANGE BONEL.E
..VESTERN
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NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

LIT-

COLE SLAW MIX

RIBEYE STEAKS

2$
for 5

-ELD
4

U

SLICED BACON

1I
Pkg.

Family Pack

}
Fri. & Sat. Only

ern
aratake
pe,
anwill
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Fri. & Sat. Only

Hamburgers

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

750

Fri. & Sat. Only
(MARDI GRAS

PAPER TOWELS

SLICED BOLOGNA OR WEINERS

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Only

15

ea.
Hot
Lean &
Meaty

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
2 for $3.00

•
Fri. & Sat. Only

Fri. & Sat. Only}

GIANT
HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG BUNS

400D

Là

UR DELI'S"

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

RIBS
$12
-Le*
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:
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Photo provided
Sherry
author
Local
Newsome Purdom presGraves,
Ben
ents
Calloway County Public
Library director, with a
newly
of the
copy
s
Jessie'
"Aunt
ed
releas
Magic Ketchup." Purdom
recently appeared as
Aunt Jessie at the library
to provide a reading and
present the book to the
library. While reading to
the children dressed as
Aunt Jessie, she talked
area's
the
about
Kentucky heritage and
the famous Fancy Farm
Picnic, all included in the
fictional story. Written by
Purdom, the book is illustrated by Murray native,
Wendy Susan Lovett. The
two will be at Kentucky
Oaks Mall from 1 to 3
p.m. April 9 hosting a
book signing and periodic readings by Aunt
Jessie.

Paducah
Symphony
performs
. last in its
Special to the Ledger* ..•
— The
PADUCAH.
.:'• Paducah Symphony Orchestra
•.•
• w ill perform the fifth in its five• concert Classical Series on
•-.'• Saturday featuring guest artists
••• .• the Paducah Symphony Chorus.
‘1.innaea Brophy and Jonathan
Stanctak.
Brophy. 12. of Bartlett.
Tenn.. and Stanciak, 16. of
Murfreesboro. Tenn.. are the
w inners of the 2005 Young
Artist Competition. co-sponsored each January by the
Paducah Sy mphony Orchestra
and Murray State University.
The Sy mphony Chorus w ill
close the es ening w ith a perromance of Maurice Durufk's
Requiem. This hauntingly beauti fll I tAork is known as one of the
most expressix e liturgies of the
Roina'n rite. Comprised of
prayers from both the ancient
Jew ish and early ('hristia.n rites
of the dead. this v,.ork is focused
on rest, peace and consolation.
Composed in 1947. this is
one of Durull's most famous
N.s or], An organist hy training
and profession. Maurice Durufle:
‘k ;I, a perfectionist and, as a
result, not many of his works
seir\ to this day. That music
hich does sun,is e is based
almost exclusively on Gregorian
chant scored with modern
chordal progressions and barring.
This combination of techniques makes for an eloquent
and moving presentation.
Tickets range in price from
S19 so $25 for adults and $15 to
() for students. For ticket sales
or inure information, please contact the Paducah Symphony box
office at 270-444-0065 or 80073S-3717.

Farm show pilot airs on MSU station
Special to the Ledger
The pilot for a proposed new
weekly 30-minute television
show addressing farming issues
will air on Monday at 6:30 p.m.
on Murray State University's
TV-11.
"Future Farm" will revolve
around the farming interests of
Kentucky.
in
viewers
Tennessee. Illinois. Indiana.
Missouri and Arkansas.
The show will also air on
UPN/The Beat with day and
time to be announced.
As small business farming
undergoes dramatic changes
due to technology, the impact of
large agribusiness, and changes
in federal programs and price
supports. a new set of issues
has emerged for those in farm• tog and relatmiscnvities.
Issues to be included.on the
show could include technology,
training and education, Future
Farmers of America and other

groups, and next-generation
farming.
The pilot will feature new
techniques including bio-diesel,
and will have field pieces on
tobacco farming and aquaculture.
Dr. Jay Morgan, faculty
member in the MSU school of
agriculture, is hosting the first
show and welcomes guests
Dennis Clark of the VP/KY
Soybean Association and Dr.
Tony Brannon. interim dean of

lished
Former professor pub
concltkies that while
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University
retired professor of English. Dr.
Kenneth Tucker, was recently
published in the Kentucky
Philological Review.
His essay, "An Obscure
Poem by Robert Herrick and the
Unlikely Popularity of the Plays
of Beaumont and Fletcher," was
originally presented as a paper at
Kentucky
year's
last
Philological Association at
Morehead State University.
Tucker's essay was chosen
the best of his section and was
selected by the editorial to be
one of eight critical essays to be
published.
Tucker's essay addresses the
question of why the plays of
Francis Beaumont and John
Fletcher, now considered minor
playwrights, were more popular
in the 17th century than
Shakespeare and even judged
better than the Bard's. He uses
praising
poem
Herrick's
Fletcher as a vantage point for
studying this controversy.

GREAT GAS SAVER!

the school of agriculture.
"Future Farm- is a co-production of the school agriculture and the MSU department
of journalism and mass communications. and will be produced by the university's
broadcast media services unit.
Dr. John Dillon of the
department of journalism and
mass communications is the
executive producer of "Future
Farm."

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
N.CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

Tucker
Beaumont and Fletcher were
valued by their contemporariel
,
for being able to express powert
grief,
fear,
as
such
s
emotion
ful
and melancholy, they did so by
creating improbable situationi
that evoke extreme emotion.
Shakespeare, on the other hani,
expressed powerful emotion,
but did so by linking them ni,)
what we now understand as
human character.
Beaumont and Fletcher were
popular during the latter 17th
century because the contemporaries of their society valuefi
portrayal of emotions with no
regard to their -development
from the human personality.
As time went on, however,
views of human nature changed
so much that literary criticism
began valuing the portrayal of
realistic emotions originating
from the human psyche. It was
then that Shakespeare's plays
began to seem profound while
Fletcher's
and
Beaumont
became regarded as quaint.

2005 Pontiac Grand Prix
PW, PL, Cruise, 20 MPG City, 30 MPC Hwy.
ci Stk. #5105
$
WAC + Tax. Title & Fees
ONLY

5,99.„.•

Come See Greg
.ertitled
••111.

1.15.0 10•3•MCIALS

Roberts For This Great Deal,

Brandon q_e4=1:1

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER

1300 /4. 121 Sy-Pass • Morroy • 12701 753-3315 - 1$001 455.5315
wog w.brinidonauto w ergo-co=

Tripp Purdom

Brad Lyons

Chad Jenkins

2005 TEACHERS
JOB FAIR
Frida‘. April 22 / a.m. -- 2 p.m.
Austin PelV State L'niveNit\.
Clarkville. TN
tlitiCnt Center.

Contracts Offered for Fall
For more information \ kit our \‘‘,.
‘‘v..cmcs.net
or Contact Lori French at (931)92(
lori.trench cinc.nct
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cards, Tavarez tumble in Houston,

AP Photo

Washington
Nationals'
Brad Wilkerson watches
his homer to right against
the Philadelphia PhIllies
during the third inning
Wednesday
In
Philadelphia.

Vfilkerson
cycles in
first Nats
win
By The Associated Press
A rare feat by Brad
Wilkerson
helped
the
Washington Nationals establish
some team history.
Wilkerson hit for the cycle
for the second time in his career,
and the Nationals beat the
Philadelphia Phillies 7-3 on
Wednesday night for their first
win since relocating from
Montreal.
"It's a special day to get the
first victory," Wilkerson said.
Jose Guillen hit a go-ahead,
two-run homer in the eighth
inning, and Vinny Castilla was
4-for-5 with two doubles and
one RBI for Washington, which
hadn't celebrated a victory by a
major league team since the
expansion Senators left for
See NATIONALS Page 2B

SIU 6 - MSU 2

Salukis
scrape up
win against
'Breds
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CARBONDALE, Ill. —
Homestanding Southern Illinois
scored three times in the first
twO innings and never trailed in
a 6-2 victory over Murray State
during college baseball action
Wednesday at Abe Martin Field.
The Salukis (18-11), who fell
to the Thoroughbreds 7-5 earlier
this season at Reagan Field, put
a run on the board in the bottom
of the first inning and two more
in the second to take a commanding 3-0 lead.
Murray (15-14) got on the
board in the top of the fifth,
scoring twice on two hits while
taking advantage of an SIU
error. The 'Breds first run came
home on an RBI single from
Char Ebert. MSU cut the deficit
to just 3-2 when Alex Stewart
reached on an error, scoring
Ebert from third.
But that's as close as the
'Breds would get. The Salukis
answered with a tun in the bottom half of the frame and added
one each in the seventh and
eighth innings to round out the
scoring.
baseman
Seth
Second
Hudson had two of Murray's six
hits on the day. Jamie Leidolf,
Phil Lopez and Murray High
product Austin Swain all had a
hit apiece for the 'Breds.
Left-handed starter Jake
Ociesa (2-3) suffered the pitching loss for MSU, allowing four
runs (three earned) on five hits
while striking out four and
walking two in five innings. The
'Breds were hurt by three errors.
P.J. Finigan paced the
Southern Illinois lineup, going
3-for-4 at the plate with an RBI.
The 'Breds now return home
to begin a five-game homestand
on Saturday against OVC rival
Eastern Kentucky. The threegame series with the Colonels
begins with a doubleheader on
Saturday, starting at noon.
4

HOUSTON (AP) — Andy Pettitte felt better despite the long layoff, retiring the first nine he
than he had in a long time, going all the way back faced before giving up a single to David Eckstein
to his final game with the New York Yankees to lead off the fourth.
almost 18 months ago.
"He kept us off-balance," Sanders said. "We
He pitched like it, too.
didn't know what to expect because he's been out
-Pettitte allowed only a solo homer to Reggie so long."
Sanders in a strong six-inning season debut, and
In the fifth, Sanders sent Pettitte's curveball off
Mike Lamb's two-run triple in the bottom of the the wall in left field but Pettitte recovered, giving
eighth sent the Houston Astros to a 4-1 win over up only one more hit before Qualls replaced him
the St. Louis Cardinals on Wednesday.
to start the seventh.
"It was great to go back out there and not pitch
"He kicked it up a little when he had to do it,"
with a lot of pain," Pettitte said. "I can't tell you Astros manager Phil Garner said. "It was a marhow happy I am to go out there and not hurt. It velous job."
makes you appreciate your health."
Pettitte even made it safely through his two atChad Qualls pitched two perfect innings and bats — both strikeouts — which were the start of
Brad Lidge got three outs for a save to help all his troubles during his Houston debut last seaHouston break a three-game losing streak against son.
the Cardinals, dating to Game 6 of the ML chamHe tore a tendon in his elbow in that game,
pionship series last October.
went on the disabled list twice, missed eight starts
Coming off an elbow injury that ended his sea- with a sore arm and hardly resembled the guy
son last August, Pettitte proved that those painful known as one of baseball's best postseason pitchdays of 2004 might finally be behind him. The last ers.
AP Photb
time Penitte looked this good, he was wearing pinPettitte finally decided to have season-ending 'Houston's Mike Lamb and St. Louis Cardinals catcher
stripes and pitching in Game 6 of the 2003 World surgery in August, forcing him to miss the playoffs Yadier Molina watch the flight of Lamb's two-run triple
Series.
during the eighth inning Wednesday in Houston. The
He showed little rust against the Cardinals •See CARDINALS Page 2B
Astros beat the Cardinals 4-1.

MASTERS

Augusta Rain

Calloway
clocks
Greyhounds,
moves to 5-0

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
REIDLAND, Ky. — In four
games for the Laker baseball
team, things have been smooth
sailing. But on Wednesday,
Calloway County found itself in
some rocky waters after falling
behind early to Reidland.
The Lakers, however, stormed
back. In the process, they avoided the storms to improve to 5-0
on the year with a 9-4 drubbing
of the Greyhomick •
Tyler Brockman (r-p) got the
win for Calloway, allpwing no
hits, no runs and no walks while
striking out four during three
innings in relief of starter Taylor
Thieke, who lasted just 1-1/3
innings.
Reidland jumped on Thieke
early, getting a run in the first
inning and three in the second to
chase the CCHS hurler. Logan
Schwettman worked through the
third in relief.
With Chad Edwards on the
mound for the Greyhounds.
Calloway went to work in the
third inning.
'
Wes Adams reached base on
an error to start the frame.
AP Photo
Brockman bunted Adams to secA lone worker watches as rain sweeps the majestic course at the Augusta National Golf Club in Augusta, Ga.,
ond. and Adams advanced to
Thursday. Inclement weather delayed the start of first-round play of the 2005 Masters.
third on a passed ball. Logan
showing in the Players and is
Seay followed Brockman with a
The Masters battle between the big four will have to wait as
hopeful of making a big splash
walk, which set up Colby Starks'
storms have put a hault on Thursday's play at Augusta National
at Augusta.
ground ball to third that scorsd
Scott even broke out a pair
Adams.
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — nally set for 8:05 a.m. EDT, wanted to work on his game in
of green pants for Wednesday's
Austin McCuiston then beiAl
Bad weather followed PGA was pushed back at least 2 1/2 tournament conditions.
practice round, mindful that he
a three-run home run to left-cet).
Tour players right through the hours.
Goosen needs to improve could have green
jacket to go
a
ter field that tied the game at 4-.<
gates of Augusta National on
Weather figured to get plen- the consistency of his shots, and
with them should he win
In the fifth inning. Seay
Thursday when the first round ty of attention Thursday, push- his club selection hasn't been
Sunday.
gled and scored on a sacrifice ft:
of the Masters was delayed ing Retief Goosen even further so great, either.
"I've got high hopes," he
by Thieke. In the six.th:
because of storms.
out of focus.
"I felt like I needed the prac- said. "If
I can put myself up
Schwettman doubled and later:
It was the fourth consecutive
The quiet South African tice," he said. "I'm not playing
there and have a chance on the
scored on a double by Adams..*
week that players were kept off already gets left out of the mix as well as I would like to, but
weekend, you never know what
Calloway's insurance runs
the course because of rain, dat- when everyone talks about the you never know. This week,
might happen. Maytte I can
came in the seventh. when
ing to the Bay Hill Invitational. Big Four, although anyone with hopefully, it all starts falling
make a few putts on the weekStarks. McCuiston and Thieke all
The Masters became the ninth a pair of U.S. Open victories together."
end."
scored.
out of 15 events on the PGA has enough game to stay with
It's not as though Goosen is
Scott should feel right at
Tour schedule to be halted at Tiger Woods, Vijay Singh, that far off. He finished third at
Thieke finished 2-for-3 with a
home, surrounded by all those
some point because of weather Ernie Els and Phil Mickelson.
double and two RBI on the day.
the Match Play Championship, fellow Aussies:
Robert Allenby.
— from rain to wind to fog and
The Big Four? Better make eighth at Doral, fourth at Bay
Adams was 2-for-4 with a double
Stuart Appleby, Mark Hensby,
even a brief snow flurry last it at least five at the Masters.
and an RBI. McCustion finished
Hill and tied for 12th at The peter Lonard,
Nick O'Hern.
week in Atlanta.
"Inside, I'm confident," Players Championship.
1-for-3 as the Lakers sprayed out
Rodney Pampling and Craig
'This isn't part of the PGA Goosen said. "I know I can do it
10 hits as a team.
Beyond the Big Four or Parry.
Tour," Ted Purdy said Thursday and play well."
Five, there's plenty of other
Laker head coach Steve Smith
They're driven to finish the
morning as he heard rumbles of
He had a brilliant year in guys who can win this week.
wholeheartedly admitted that
job started by Greg Norman
thunder on the horizon. "But 2004, capturing his second How about Padraig Harrington?
Wednesday was the first time all
evhose tantalizing quest for the
we're bringing the weather with Open title by making every putt Or Sergio Garcia? Or all those
green jacket was always • year his team found itself in a
us."
in a duel with Mickelson at Australians, eight strong?
"pretty big hole."
undone by some improbable
Then
again,
Augusta Shinnecock Hills, then knock"Harrington is in form," event. A 4-iron into
But Smith added that the
the
gallery
National has its own short his- ing off Woods at the season- Adam Scott said. "He probably
Lakers found a way to win by
on the 18th hole in 1986. Larry
tory of bad weather. This is the ending Tour Championship.
feels like it's time to win a Mize's chip-in
eliminating errors and by executfrom 140 feet in
fourth straight year the Masters
Goosen isn't quite as excited major. He's one guy to keep an
ing at the plate.
a playoff the following year.
has been suspended because of about his game these days. eye on."
-We fell behind. but we were
And the cruelest blow of all: a
rain, including 2003, when it While many players dropped
And Scott, part of a record final-round meltdown
able to storm back.", he
in
19%,
rained so much the tournament out of the weather-plagued contingent from Down Under,
explained. "Our pitching was
when the Shark squandered a
did not begin until Friday.
BellSouth Classic last week- likes his chances, ti!so. Only 24,
outstanding in the middle
six-stroke lead over Nick
The first starting time, origi- end, he hung around because he he's coming off an eighth-place
innings, and we really got some
Faldo.
momentum
going
with,
McCuiston's home run."
Nobs: Calloway is scheduled
to play in the McCracken Co.
Wood Bat Classic over the weekend, which will be played Friday
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky indefinitely from the team for academic rea- Arkansas.
and Saturday at four area
linebacker Chad Anderson, who led the sons and was not participating in spring
Anderson lost his starting job midway schools.
Southeastern Conference in tackles in 2003 practice. although his biography_was includThe'Lakers are scheduled to
through last season — even though he led
before falling out of favor with coaches and ed in the Wildcats' spring media guide.
play
at St. Mary against the
in
the
tackles
team
at
that
point
—
and
finlosing his starting job last year, has left the
As a sophomore. Anderson had 125 tackVikings Friday at 11 a.m., and
season
the
with
ished
44
tackles.
He
finistrd
team. Kentucky football coach Rich Brooks les, and his 11.4 per-game average led the
then play Poplar Bluff at 1 p.m.
his Kentucky career with 11 starts in 27
said.
SEC. He began the season as a reserve but
Saturday. the Lakers will be
Anderson, a 6-2, 250-pound senior from broke into the starting lineup early in the games.
Lone Oak, playing Ripley 44
"We wish him well in whatever he p.m.,,followed by the
Canton, Ohio, has withdrawn from school, season. He had a career-high 21 tackles
Purple
Brooks said. Anderson had been suspended against Georgia and added 20 against decides to do in the future," Brooks said.
Flash at 3 p.m.

Kentucky linebacker leaves team
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National League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
East Division
L Pot GB
W
500 -*
Atlanta
500
Florida
' 1 500 —
Philadelphia
1 500 —
1
Washington
1
2 000
0
New York
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
2 0 1.000 —
Cincinnat
1.000 —
0
2
Milwauke,
1
1 .500
1
Houston
1
1 .500
1
St Louis
2 .3331 1/2
1
Chicago
2
0 2 000
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pet GB
W
1 .667 —
2
Arizona
1 .500 1/2
1
Colorado
1 .500 1/2
1
Los Angeles
1 500 1/2
1
San Diego
1 500 1/2
1
San Francisco

Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee 10 Pittsburgh 2
Houston 4. St Louis 1
Atlanta 2. Florida 1. 13 innings
Washington 7, Philadelphia 3
Cincinnati 9 N.Y Mats 5
San Diego 14, Colorado 6
LA Dodgers 10, San Francisco 4
Arizona 8. Chicago Cubs 3
Thursday's Games
N Y Mets (Ishii 13-8) at Cincinnati
iHarang 10-9). 11 35a in
Washington (Loaiza 10-7) at
Philadelphia (Wolf 5-8). 12:05 pm
Atlanta (Hudson 12-6) at Flonda
(A J Burnett 7-6). 6.05 p in
Pittsburgh (Redman 11-12) at San
Diego (Peavy 15-6). 905 p.m.
LA Dodgers (Weaver 13-13) at San

American Leegue
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
East Division
L Pct
W
1_667
2
New York
1.667
2
Toronto
1 500
1
Baltimore
2 333
1
Boston
333
2
1
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct
W
2 01 000
Chicago
1 667
2
Minnesota
1.500
1
Detroit
1 500
1
Kansas City
0 2.000
Cleveland
West Division
L Pet
W
1
1.500
Angeles
Los
1
1.500
Oakland
1
1.500
Texas
2.333
1
Seattle

GB
—
—
1/2
1
1
GB
—
1/2
1
1
2
GB
—
—
—
1/2

Wednesday's Games
Boston 7, N.Y. Yankees 3
Kansas City 7, Detroit 2
Chicago White Sox 4, Cleveland 3
Tampa Bay 8, Toronto 5
Minnesota 4, Seattle 1
Oakland 9, Baltimore 0
Texas 3, L.A Angels 2. 12 innings
Thursday's Games
Kansas City (Greinke 8-11) at Detroit
(J Johnson 8-15). 12:05 p.m
Cleveland (Lee 14-8) at Chicago White
Sox (Contreras 13-9), 1:05 p.m_
Oakland (Haren 3-3) at Baltimore
(Bedard 6-40), 6:05 p.m.
Texas(C Young 3-2) at L.A. Angels
(Lackey 14-13), 9:05 p.m

Tigers spilt with Florida
teams Wednesday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High baseball
team split a pair of games during
a trip through Florida on
Wednesday.
The Tigers (3-4) defeated
Green County. Ky., 10-2 in
Bonifay. Fla., before falling 4-0
to Ponce de Leon High School
in Ponce de Leon. Fla.
County.
Against Green
Murray struck for three runs in
the third inning, five in the fifth
and two more in the sixth to
come away with an easy victory.
Zach Baker and Tim Masthay
put the Tigers on the board with
back-to-back run-scoring singles. Baker later scored pn a
wild pitch to put MHS ahead 30.
Green County posted a run in
the bottom of the fourth, but
then Murray erupted for five
runs in the fifth to effectively
put the game away. The big
blow in the inning for the Tigers
came on a three-run triple off the
bat of Matthew Vincent.
In the sixth, Adam Heskett
pushed across a run on a sacrifice fly and Bradley Cobb
scored on a Green County error
o complete the Murray scoring.

NEW JOHN DEERE
1108 LAWN TRACTOR

ONLY $1,599'

Special to the Ledger
JACKSON. Tenn. — The
West Tenn Diamond Jaxx, the
Double-A Southern League
affiliate of the Chicago Cubs,
have released their opening day
24-man roster.
The Diamond Jaxx will begin
the season with 12 pitchers and
12 position players. West Tenn
will start the 2005 season with
four of the top 20 players in the
organization. according to
Baseball America. The five
players are: No. 2 Felix Pie, No.
11 Matt Murton, No .15
Brandon Sing and No. 19 Ricky
Nolasco.
The starting rotation will
have two returning pitchers in
Carmen Pignatiello and Ricky
Nolasco. Pignatiello spent the
entire 2004 season with the
Diamond Jaxx. He had a 9-7
record with a 4.56 ERA.
Nolasco made 19 starts for the
Diamond Jaxx, going 6-4 with a
3.70 ERA.
Lefties Jon Connolly and
Richard Hill and right-hander

Jae-kuk Ryu make up the rest of
the starting rotation.
The
bullpen
be
will
very
young
with virtuno
ally
Double-A
experience.
McGlinchey, Ryan
Kevin
O'Malley and Jon Searles are
the only relief pitchers to have
pitched in Double-A ball.
Righties Federico Baez, Rocky
Cherry. McGlinchy, Searles,
Andy Shipman and lefties
Yorkin Ferreras and O'Malley
comprise the bullpen.
Veteran Paul O'Toole and
Jose Reyes are the Diamond
Jaxx catchers. O'Toole spent the
2004 season with the Diamond
Jaxx. He hit .257 with four
homers and 20 RBI. Reyes
played in Daytona, where the
2 kyear-old hit .226 with two
homers and 17 RBI.

By The Associated Press
Kirk Saarloos was effective, not blistering, in an emergency start.
Starting because Rich Harden had a blister on his right middle finger, Saarloos
allowed one hit in six innings Wednesday
night and led the Oakland Athletics over the
Baltimore Orioles 9-0.
"I came out of the ballgame, and I finally
glanced up at the scoreboard and I only saw
one hit. It felt like there were a lot more
because I hit two guys and walked another,"
he said. "There were definitely some scoring
opportunities for them. so I didn't really
look at it and wish I didn't give it up."
Brian Roberts singled in the third for the
only hit against Saarloos, who struck out
two, walked one, and permitted only one
runner past second. He faced a lineup that
included 500-homer stars Sammy Sosa and
Rafael Palmeiro and AL RBI champion
Miguel Tejada.
"When you shut this team down, you
must be throwing the ball well," Orioles
manager Lee Mazzilli said.
In other games it was Boston 7, New
York 3; Chicago 4, Cleveland 3; Minnesota
4, Seattle 1; Texas 3, the Los Angeles Angels,
2 in 12 innings; Kansas City 7. Detroit 2;
and Tampa Bay 8. Toronto 5.
At Baltimore, Nick Swisher homered
twice, and Eric Chavez and Keith Ginter
also connected for the Athletics, who
bounced back from a 4-0 loss in their opener.
Daniel Cabrera (0-1) allowed five runs

Vincent paced the Tigers' 11hit attack, going 3-for-5 at the
plate. Cobb was 2-for-4 with
two runs scored, while Chess
Volp added a pair of hits in four
plate appearances. Tim Masthay
was 2-for-3.
Cobb got the pitching win for
Murray, allowing no runs on
three- hits while striking out 11
and walking four in six innings
of work.
The Tigers never got
untracked offensively against
Ponce de Leon, managing just
one hit off starter Will Scott.
Ponce de Leon got all the
runs it would need with a fourrun second inning. Greg Egger
and Joey Paulk singled in a run
apiece, while Will Scott
smashed a two-run triple for the
From Page 1B
scores.
fifth
the
in
single
Masthay
Texas following the 1971
A
was the Tigers' lone hit in the season.
"It's nice to win your first
contest.
Volp took the loss on the game," Nationals manager
mound, allowing four runs on Frank Robinson said. "It's a
seven hits while walking two in good feeling."
It was Washington's second
four innings.
since moving during the
game
to
Murray was scheduled
play Marianna, Fla., today at 6 offseason after 36 years as the
p.m. before returning home to Montreal Expos. The Nationals
battle Livingston County on lost their season opener 8-4 to
the Phillies on Monday.
April 11.
Wilkerson's cycle was the
seventh in franchise history, and
first since Vladimir Guerrero
had one for the Expos on Sept.
14, 2003, against the Mets.
Wilkerson also became the 26th
NOTHING RUNS LIE A DEEM'
player to hit for the cycle more
than once.
He was 4-for-4 with a walk
and two RBIs, completing his
cycle with a ground-rule double
in the eighth against Aaron
Fultz. Wilkerson homered off

and six hits in 3 1-3 innings.
Red Sox 7, Yankees 3
Playing without ailing manager Terry,
Francona, Boston rallied for five runs
against Mariano Rivera in the ninth and
avoided a season-opening sweep at Yankees
Stadium.
Francona was taken to a hospital with
tightness in his chest. He returned to Boston
and remained under the supervision of team
doctor Thomas Gill.
Yankees captain Derek Jeter left after he
was hit on the helmet by a pitch in the eighth
inning. A CT scan was normal and he is
expected to play Friday.
Rivera entered with a 3-2 lead for the second consecutive day, and blew it again. He
loaded the bases on a leadoff walk and two
singles, and Manny Ramirez hit a routine
grounder to Alex Rodriguez at third. But he
bobbled the ball and the tying run scored.
David Ortiz drove in the go-ahead run
with a dribbler to the right side, and Edgar
Renteria made it 6-3 with a two-run single.
Mike Timlin (1-0) got two outs for Boston.
White Sox 4, Indians 3
Paul Konerko and Jermaine Dye hit consecutive homers off Bob Wickman (0-1) as
visiting Chicago rallied .from.a 3-0 deficit in
the ninth.
Kevin Millwood pitched six scoreless
innings in his Indians' debut. But Wickman
allowed Carl Everett's single, Konerko's
homer, Dye's homer and Aaron Rowand's
double in a span of eight pitches.
Al. Pierzynski was intentionally walked,

IN Nationals ...

GET MORE THAN YOU PAID FOR
WITH THE NEW L108 LAWN TRACTOR

From Page 1B
Brett Myers in the third, singled
off Myers in the fifth and tripled
against Rheal Cormier in the
seventh. Wilkerson's first cycle
was against Pittsburgh on June
24, 2003.
"I tweaked my ankle going to
third on the triple, so I wasn't
thinking about going for three,"
Wilkerson said.
In other NL games, it was:
Houston 4, St. Louis 1; Atlanta
2, Florida I in 13 innings;
Cincinnati 9, New York 5;
Arizona 8, Chicago 3; Los
Angeles 10. San Francisco 5;
San Diego 14, Colorado 6; and
Milwaukee 10, Pittsburgh 2.
Pat Burrell's two-run homer
off Zach Day gave the Phillies a
3-2 lead in the sixth, but
Washington rallied against Tim
Worrell in the eighth.
Joey Eischen pitched a perfect seventh to earn the win.
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AP Photo
Kirk
pitcher
starting
Oakland
the
against
delivers
Saarloos
third
the
during
Baltimore Orioles
inning Wednesday at Camden Yards
In Baltimore.
Wickman misplayed pinch-hitter Willie
Harris' bunt for an error and Juan Uribe hit a
sacrificle fly.
Damaso Marte (1-0) got the win.
Twins 4, Mariners 1
Carlos Silva (1-0) allowed one run and
seven hits in seven innings, and Matthev‘
LeCroy hit a three-run homer off Botit,
Madritsch (0-1) at Seattle. Joe Nathan
pitched a perfect ninth for his first save.
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squad.
Greenberg spent most of the
2004 season in Daytona. He
appeared in 32 games with the
Diamond Jaxx before being promoted to Triple-A Iowa late in
the year.
Greenberg wound up hitting
.285 with six homers and 37
RBI. Bacon led the Southern
League with 60 stolen bases last
summer. He hit .248 with *ice
. n,
homers and 32 RBI. Mu*
acquired by the Cubs in 'the
Nomar Garciaparra trade Jam
July, hit .292 with 13 homers
and 63 RBI between Sarasota
and Daytona.
The Diamond Jaxx were
scheduled to begin the 2005 season at Pringles Park tonight at
6:35 against the Chattanooga
Lookouts.
Season ticket packages.
group outings, picnics and promotional opportunities are still
available for the upcoming season. For more information, call
the Diamond Jaxx box office at
(731)988-5299.

Saarloos wins in place of Harden

Spring Is Here- Open The
Roof And Let The Sunshine In!

1171.11A1101104.111.41111111111111

The Diamond Jaxx infield
includes Florida State League
MVP Brandon Sing at first base.
Sing hit .270 last summer and
led the league in homers and
RBI with 32 and 94, respectively.
Matt Craig returns to third
base this summer. Last season,
Craig hit 20 homers and drove in
62 runs. Buck Coats, Casey
McGehee, Jemel, Spearman and
Ryan Theriot round out the rest
of the Diamond Jaxx infield.
Pie heads the list of Diamond
Jaxx outfielders. The 20-yearold will patrol center field for
the Diamond Jaxx this summer.
Last year, Pie hit .297 with eight
homers and 47 RBI. He also
stole 31 bases.
This is Pie's fourth year in
professional baseball. He has
been a part of three league
championships in his first three
years in the Cubs organization.
Adam Greenberg, Dwaine
Bacon and Matt Murton are the
other outfielders. Greenberg and
Bacon return from last year's

Brad Lyons

Chad Jenkins

for the first time since he was
a promising 22-year-old in the
Yankees' minor league system.
Now 32, Pettitte is eager for a
chance to make up for his
absence during the Astros' run
through the postseason last year.
"I wish I had been there to
take some of the heat off Roger
(Clemens) and Roy (Oswalt)."
he said. "It's just a good situation, just disappointing I wasn't
there to help those guys out."
His return was certainly
worth the wait for Astros fans,

though. The crowd of 28,496
heartily cheered Pettitte as he
left the mound at the end of the
fifth.
The Astros struggled to pull
away until Lamb's triple oft
Julian Tavarez in the eighth.
Rookie center fielder yilly
23-year-old
the
Taveras,
replacement for Carlos Beltran.
followed with an RBI single to
give Houton a 4-1 lead.
Tavarez took the loss, allowing three runs on four hits.

iiSu tennis loses
battle of unbeatens
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State women's
tennis team brought its unbeaten
Ohio Valley Conference record
to Tennessee-Martin yesterday
in a battle of unbeatens, but the
host Skyhawks came away with
a 5-2 win.
For Murray State (10-5, 6-1
OVC), Jaclyn Leeper won at
No. 2 singles over Gayatri
Ramesh 6-3, 7-5, while Casady
Pruitt won at No. 5 singles over
Jeanne de Wet 6-1, 6-4.
For Tennessee-Martin (13-3,
8-0 OVC), Sari Nortje won at
No. I singles over Anna Lask 64, 6-1, while Elly Shearman
won at No. 3 singles over
Jennifer Ward 6-2, 6-2. Katrina
Domela won at No. 4 singles
over Rachael Lask 6-1, 1-0
(ret.). while Elizma Schoonees
won at No. 6 singles over
Christina Hall 6-1, 6-0.
In doubles play, the Lasks fell
at No. 1 doubles to Schoonees
and Shearrnan 8-6 in the eightgame pro set, while Pruitt and
Ward lost at No. 2 doubles to
Domela and Nortje 8-2, and
Leeper and Whitney Robarcis
fell at No. 3 doubles to de Wet
and Ramesh 9-7. UTM won the
doubles point 3-0.

Murray State was scheduled
to visit Middle Tennessee State
today at 2 p.m., then return
home to take on Memphis on
Friday at 2:30 pm. at the MSU
intramural courts.

Lindy Suitor
*ram(Arty Instate Vim

TV, radio
BOXING
7 p.m.
FSN — Heavyweights. Riddick Bowe
Zumbrun (18-5-0) at
Billy
vs.
(43-1-0)
Temecula, Calif
GOLF
3 p.m.
USA — The Masters, first round. at
Augusta. Ga
IANOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Regional coverage. Oakland
at Baltimore or Atlanta at Florida
TBS — Atlanta at Florida
MEN'S COLLEGE HOCKEY
1 p.m.
ESPN2 — NCAA Division I tournament. semifinal, Colorado College vs.
Denver. at Columbus, Ohio
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — NCAA Division I tournament, semifinal, North Dakota vs.
Minnesota, at Columbus, Ohio
NSA
7 p.m.
TNT — San Antonio at Dallas
9:30 p.m.
TNT — Houston at LA. Lakers
•
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Jennings vows to continue
at ABC despite diagnosis
NEW YORK (AP) — Some
regular ABC viewers suspected
something was amiss when
Peter Jennings didn't report to
work over the weekend when
the pope died, just the kind of
important international story he
loves to cover.
N o w
they've
learned the
sad reason
why:
Jennings has
lung cancer.
Jennings
the
broke
news in an eJennings mail to colleagues
Tuesday and, in a taped message
because his husky voice wouldn't permit him to anchor "World
News Tonight" in the evening,
to his viewers.
million
10
"Almost
Americans are already living
with cancer, and I have a lot to
learn from them," he said. "And
living is the key word."
begins
who
Jennings,
F
,
chemotherapy treatment next
week, said he intends to keep
,AT anchoring the evening news. But
it he acknowledged there will be
ys when he's not up to it.
For two decades Jennings,
NBC's Tom Brokaw and CBS's
Dan Rather were the anchors
, who were'always there, telling
Americans about the Reagan

administration, the fall of communism, the O.J. Simpson trial,
the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks and countless other stories.
Now, with almost blinding
speed, that era is over. Brokaw
left last November, replaced by
Brian Williams. Embattled Dan
Rather said goodbye to the
evening news last month.
And Jennings, who had
looked forward to a period as the
business' elder statesman, is
fighting for his health.
Lung cancer is the leading
cancer killer in the United
States, and roughly four out of
five people diagnosed with the
disease die within five years,
said Dr. Cliff Connery, chief of
thoracic surgery at St. Luke'sin
Hospital
Roosevelt
Manhattan.
Doctors said most lung cancer patients can continue to
work throughout treatment, but
need flexibility to take it easy on
days they are not feeling well.
With his very visible position
night,
on television each
Jennings could be an inspiration
for many Americans going
through a similar fight, said Dr.
David Johnson, chief of oncolo-

r

I

gy and hematology at the
Vanderbilt University School of
Medicine.
"I think it sets the right example," Johnson said. "I think it
says you shouldn't stop your life
if you have cancer. It may take
your life, but you shouldn't let it
control your life."
There ere effective ways to
treat lung cancer, but its mortality rate is so high because so
many patients aren't diagnosed
until their disease is in an
advanced stage, Connery said.
"Yes, I was a smoker until
about 20 years ago," Jennings
said, "and I was weak and 1
smoked over 9/11. But whatever
the reason, the news does slow
you down a bit."
Still, he ended his message to
viewers with a bit of humor.
"I wonder if other men and
women ask their doctors right
away: 'OK, doc, when does the
hair go?" he said.
Elizabeth Vargas subbed for
Jennings on "World News
Tonight" on Tuesday. She and
Charles Gibson, who is in Rome
for coverage of the pope's funeral, will spell him regularly, ABC
News President David Westin
said.
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(Common Foot/Ankle Problems
Tuesday, April 12,6 p.m.
"Please join us for a free educational seminar on:
Common Foot/Ankle Problems."
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Valuable Information On:
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• Chronic/overuse injuries
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Farm Eryipmant
Heavy Equipment
Ebbh11011
Firewood
Minicar
Morns Home Lots For Sal.
Monis Homes For Sale
Mobile Hornet For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Wetness Rentals
Aperbrients For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Mousse For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
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thwack & Supplies
Pubic San
Land For Rant or Lease
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Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephe

ns or Julie Brown

To Place Your

753-1927
riday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax:
ll Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-F
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitne
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, •
11
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The Finishing Touch
50/4 . IA ashinglion sit.. Mori... I\•'31442-1999
,Amnia% 9 a.m.-5
Open Nloisda '

FUNDRAISING. Earn
50% for your nonprofi
organization. For info
call 759-5393.
MEDICAL Training
Phlebotomy training
with national certification offered by Medical
Laboratory Service.
Starting May, all inclusive/$600.
(731)782-3110 or
(406)586-2040.

ARE you a TEAM
player?
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS
will begin interviewing
for immediate full time.
DAY shift positions in
our production department. .
Sportable Scoreboards
competitive
offers
wages, a comprehensive benefit package,
along with the opportunity for advancement.
If you are self motivated. quality oriented and
have the desire to
make a difference in
your position, please
forward, please forward your resume to:
mfgjoba scoreboard1.com - • '•

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
NOW forming Monday
night 8-ball league at
Bilnards
Breaktime
759-9303

The
family of
Thelma
Eckerdt
wishes to extend
our heartfelt
thanks to all our
friends, neighbors

CFO needed fulh-time
beginning June 1. 4year accounting
degree required with
3.30 min GPA.
Experience preferred.
Please email resumes
to candice@ powerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071.

and relatives for
their genuine
kindness and
expressions of
sympathy shown
recently.
Orene,
Virginia, Stella
& James

Lost and Found
FOUND: Female Collie
mix, collar w/o tags
(931) 220-3896.
MISSING April 2ro
from Lynn Grove area.
1 male. 1 female
English Setter bird
dogs, white with black
markings. 435-4624.

EMILWanted
WANTED: bartender &
Club.
641
cook.
Puryear. Tennessee.
Night shift 6-3, 3 or 4
week
a
nights
only.
Experienced
Apply in person
REALTOR in Marshall
County area. Call 2938738 for appointment
LOCAL Class A CDL
Job
Instruction.
Placement assistance.
Call today to see if you
are eligible for state
paid training' 877-5543808

CLOTHING company
accepting applications
for Seamstresses that
Sew, Surge,
:;an:
Appliqué, and Finish.
Any crafting experience would be a plus.
Hours 8:00 to 4:30
Monday-Friday, salary
DOE. Apply in person
8-12 Monday-Friday
308 Main St., Murray.
KY 42071. 270-7533753

Need cooks and
fountains tor
da‘s and !kilts.
Must he ahre lit
work weekends.
Appl\ at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S.
12th Street.
No phone call'..

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WANTED: riding mow
ers that need work.
436-2867

Malin
For Sale
plots,
2 cemetery
Memorial
Murray
Gardens. Lot 89, Block
D, units 3 & 4. Prime
Garden,
Christus
$2,495. 949-673-7601

Deadline for applications is April 11, 2005.
060

Project Mentor Supervisor, Services for
Students with Learning Disabilities, Murray
State University. This is an 11-month position
to begin April 2005. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in Education, Social Work or
related field and two-year supervisory experigace required. Previous experience working
lbi1ftks'and
with students with 'l aitl ng
coordinating tutoring - programs is necessary.
Experience in school or university setting with
excellent oral and written communication skills
required. Proficiency with Microsoft Office
and bookkeeping skills for record keeping are
required. Ability to work in fast-paced environment and handle situations that may arise in
a professional manner. Responsibilities:
Coordinating Project Mentor, an academic support program of the SSLD Office. Recruiting,
supervising and training student mentors who
tutor for the SSLD Office. Daily contact with
both university employees and students, as well
as contact with parents of current SSLD students, prospective students who have learning
disabilities and appropriate governmental
offices such as Vocational Rehabilitation.
Extensive record keeping and confidentiality of
student records and other information must be
maintained. Application Deadline to Apply:
April 18, 2005. Send letter of application,
resume and a list of references to Bill
Allbritten, Director, Counseling and Testing
Center, Murray State University, 100 Ordway
Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3055.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity. M/F/D. AA employer

earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069
wanted_
DRIVERS
Class A CDL. 2 yrs
experience. Min. 23
years age_ Be home
every other weekend.
270-527-1570

Now accepting
applications for a full
time or part time manager and cooks
Apply in person
at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray

Volunteer Home Care, Inc., is seeking the
following positions for the Paris brand;
*CLINICAL SUPERVISOR
*FIELD STAFF RN

Sign-On Bonus with excellent benefits offered.
(Medical. dental, vision, FSA.40IK and more)
Previous home care experience preferred, but
not required.
Please contact:
Melisha Burns. RN, Branch Manager
(731)6424285
Or fax resume to:(731)642-7910

WANT to buy junk cars,
trucks, and tractors
436-5235

150

Please send a resume & letter of application to
Murray Board of Education
Attn: Sarah Kaegi
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Help Wanted

1993 Club-Car golf
cart, gas. $1,750.
(270)492-8360

OTR dnvers, 2 years
2 Western Saddles,
experience, Local
Baby
each.
$250
company, late model
swing, walker, clothes.
equipment. Home
most weekends. Full. -70518208 ,,
and part-time positonS
MATTRESS & box
available Call 753springs, like new, dou3404
ble covered, $75. 753PART time housekeep- 5838
er needed immediately
OFFICE desks. Coke
at Irvin Cobb Resort.
machine, washer and
clean
to
able
Must be
dryer. M.I.G. and T.I.G.
thoroughly, quickly. and
welders, Case tractor
be dependable. Please
with backhoe attachcall Susan 436-5811
ment. 753-4109
PRESCHOOL teachers needed. Full time SOUTHWEST Air credtime. it $697 for $525. 492part
and
Experience preferred. 8866
Send a resume to P.O. VACUUM
cleaners.
Box 1040-A. Murray, bags, belts, and hoses.
KY 42071.
Motorcycle helmets,

KOHLER COMPANY

Kohler is the leading manufacturer of
Kitchen and Bath fixtures. Due to
continued growth, Kohler has the following openings.
• Safety Coordinator
• Production Supervisors
• Industrial Engineers
Submit resume with salary history
and requirements to:
unioncityhr@kohler.com
Kohler offers competive wages and
benefits including: Health, Dental,
Vision, LTD, STD, Life Insurance,
401(K), Pension Plan, Vacation and 10
paid Holidays.
Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/DN

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F gam-1 pm only! 1800-578-8799

& Childcare
FULL time babysitte
needed. References
required. 753-2168
School
LITTLE
Daycare, Inc. has
vacancies for ages 4
months and up to 12
years. For information,
call 759-0010.
PART time mother's
helper. Cadiz couple
seeks reliable & caring
person for two kids.
Light housework. Good
pay. 270-924-4328
SINGLE mother wants
to clean homes. I am
very dependable &
honest. I enjoy cleaning, organizing and do
a very thorough job. Do
not hesitate to inquire
about decorating if that
is your need. I have a
knack for decorating on
a dime. Please call
Lon. 293-7654

Computers
Primary Care Medical Center currently
seeking CMA/LPN or RN on a full or parttime basis. We offer a comprehensive benefits package. Experience preferred but not
required. Respond today! Forward qualifications to 300 South 8th St., Suite 480
West, Murray, KY 42071.

?ilt:gent
L

tare

ew Clinic
HELP WANTED: Cook and also a Nurses'
Aid. PRN, not full time at present. Pleasant
atmosphere. Good working conditions. Must
enjoy working with the elderly. Apply in person at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr, Murray. FOE

poriounis Fa Real
LAM

GUITARS,amps, effek
pedals, drums, violin,
mandolins, banjo, colrecords
lector
Peddlers Mall, Booth
124
270
Roble Wes For Sale

USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109

QUALIFICATIONS:
High School Diploma or G.E.D.; Bookkeeping experience;
Knowledge of basic accounting practices and procedures as well
as general office duties; Excellent computer skills and experience with automated record keeping systems; Experience with
Excel, Microsoft Word or similar program; Excellent interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy; Ability to work
confidentially with discretion; Excellent organizational skills
and the ability to work cooperatively with others.

060
Hap Wanted

MARX Battleground.
Johnny West, GI Joe
Bill 492-6129

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Perform a variety of secretarial and clerical duties to assist the
Principal with routine administrative tasks and coordinate
school office activities; perform public relations and communication services for the Principal; organize, budget and maintain
financial records; prepare financial reports; initiate and maintain purchase orders; ensure the guidelines for school bookkeeping are followed as outlined by the Kentucky Department of
Education; ensure policies and procedures of the school and the
school district are followed; perform other duties as assigned.

711'r Below Wholesalt.
01 lamps 5. 'III. & '15

Notice

aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts.
753-5562

BOOKKEEPER
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL

"El'ERITHING MUST(;(1"
tip I,
hmr.

I

Musical

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

1985 mobile home w
add on. Must be moved
immediately. 489-2296
FleetWood
1995
14x70,
Reflections
refrigerator,
stove,
washer, dryer, gas
heat, propane tank
included, too many
extras to list, must be
asking
moved,
$12.000. Call 762-9163
3 & 4 BEDROOM, 2
BATH HOMES WITH
LAND!!! 731-584-9429
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
ONLY
16X80
$14,900!!! Call Now!!'
731-584-9429
ASSUME PAYMENTS
ON HOUSE NEAR
KENTUCKY LAKE!!!
731-584-9429
DON'T miss our April
sale on all lot models.
Buy Now and Save
Thousands $$$. We
welcome you to shop
and compare. Keith
Baker Homes, Paris.
731-644-0012, 800533-3568

jackets, boots, and
Jerry's
saddlebags.
Goods,
Sporting
Mayfield.

NEW 38R,2BA duplex
1 bedroom apartment
$700 per month. Call
Clean and nice, at
293-5423.
appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-43ENICE 2BR duplex w/
5496
carport. 753-7457 or
436-6357
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
NICE, clean 1BR, all
starting at $200/mo. appliances, University
753-4109.
Heights, no pets, lease,
1702-B Oakhill, 2BR, $325. 753-1951, 7531BA, C/H/A, no pets. 4937
Lease/deposit, $435 a
RED OAKS APTS.
month includes lawnSpecial
care. 767-0884 or 22E$100 Deposit
9094
1BR From $280
1BR apt available, all
2BR From $325
appliances furnished.
Call Today!
Mur-Cal Realty. 753753-8668.
4444.
VERY large 3/2 near
1BR Unfurnished Apt, downtown industry and
$265.00, close to camhospital All utilities
pus, available April included plus cable
1.No pets. 753-5980
including 5 premium
1BR, 1 bath studio, channels and Internet.
and
$335 month. 2BR, 1
References
bath, washer & dryer, deposit. $780 month.
$410 month. 753-7559
761-1402, 227-0406
1BR, 1 bath, washer &
WALK to MSU from
dryer, $325 month
this very large 3 bed753-7559
room apartment. All
appliances including
1BR-4BR apartments
Washer ?. Dryer. Veach
Ask about move in free
Properties (270) 759days Coleman RE
5885 or (270) 293759-4118
7085.
2BR all appliances

GREAT Floorplan 4
bath.
bedroom, 2
Game room with fireplace & entertainment
package. 2x6 sidewalls, •Flat Residential
ceilings, Therrnalpane
$57,995.
Windows.
Keith Baker Homes,
Paris, TN, 731-6440012, 800-533-3568
SINGLE
LARGEST
WIDE RETAILER IN
WEST TENNESSEE
Where 'WE OWN THE
BANK." Let us get you
in a Home today with
NO MONEY DOWN.
Call 731-642-6438

FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator, white, frost free w/
maker. $300.
ice
Frigidaire self-cleaning
range. white, $200.
Whirlpool large capacity washer, white, $125.
Frigidaire large capacity dryer, like new,
$200.
white,
Microwave, $40. Call
270-753-8596 or leave
message.
t4re Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
160
Moms Furnishings
ANTIQUE dining table,
six chairs, three leafs,
refinished dark wood.
New upholstery. $400
OBO. 492-8707
180
Lawn & Gordan
riding
CRAFTSMAN
mower with bagger and
4x6 tilt trailer, $750.
753-3970

Want to Buy

included Water, sewer.
trash paid. Yard mowing included. Call 7537313
3BR apts. available for
immediate occupancy.
Please call 753-8221.
4 bedroom house. 1, 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1 br
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message.
HILLWOOD Drive • 28R
apt, $350/mo. lease &
req.,
deposit
water/sewage/trash
turn. Call 293-5117

MUST sell, Make an
offer. New 2003 16x80,
3 bedroom, 2 bath,
great floorplan. & 2003
28x60 4 bedroom, 2
Baker
bath. Keith
Homes, Paris. 731E44-0012, 800-5333568
THE SALES CENTER
IS FULL!! 25 NEW,
Used and Repo's in
Stock. NO MONEY
DOWN with your deed.
Call 731-642-4046
16x80
nice
VERY
mobile home ('95) on 1
acre lot in Conrad
Heights Subdivision at
365 Rieman Rd off
Hwy. 280. One block
from East Elementary,
3 BR, 2 bath, all electric. All appliances
included except washer. Attached front porch
and 12x20 covered
back porch. $42,500.
Several vacant lots for
sale in same subdivision. For more information call 753-8151 or
753-5976.
YOU'VE TRIED THE
REST, NOW COME
TRY THE BEST. "WE
OWN THE BANK.'
SINGLEWIDES. SINSINGLEWIDES,
GLEWIDESII Call 731642-6438

bedroom,
LARGE
Near downtown industry and hospital. All utilities included plus
cable including 5 premium channels and
Internet. References
and deposit. $400
month. 761-1402, 2270406
LARGE, very nice 2
bedroom. All appliincluding
ances
Dryer.
&
Washer
location.
Excellent
Veach Properties (270)
759-5885 or (270) 2937085.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

WE will have several
wonderfully large. extra
nice 1 bedroom apartments on Campbell
Street and Chris Drive
available) with'imams* ti
starting April 1 through
mid -August.
Unfurnished ($335.00)
or very nicely furnished
($375.00) All appN-

ances

including

Washer & Dryer. Veach
Properties (270) 7595885 or (270) 2937085.
Houses For RIM
2 bedroom. 1 bath
month. 257
$425
Tobacco Rd. 753-1159
2210 Gatesborough, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, exechome, living
utive
room, dining, den, mud
washer/dryer
room,
hookups, Florida room.
garage. 761-1317
2BR near downtown
Murray 753-4109
3 bedroom, 2 bath,
brick home in city limits. $750/month. 7591693
3BR. 1713 Oakhill, all
appliances furnished,
$675/mo. 293-7738
3BR, 2 bath newly
remodeled, $500/mo.
Discount if paid early.
(270)489-2515. 207 N.
Cherry St., Murray s
501 South 6th St. Nice
3 bedroom, 1 bath, living, dining, kitchen,
stove,
dishwasher,
refrigerator_
washer/dryer hookups,
screened porch, bonus
room, picket fence.
Available now. 761-,
1317

Now Open! Newly Constructed!

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive Murray, KY 42071
I, 2, & 3 bedmoms available
• Free Cable (Discounted interne( & plane rates with a•
• Washer/Dryer Provided • Large spacious units
• Fully equipped electric kitchen includes Range,
Refrigerator, Dishwasher/Disposal
• Carpet/Ceramic Tile throughout
• Central Heat/Air • Outside storage•Energy Efficient
Affordable rents - Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details... 270.762.1044 cr

MO 800-648-6056

le

Homes For Rent

Co.
Logging
A&A
Buyer of standing timber, pupwood, pine.
Ph. 658-3676 cr 7059099
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

The Flower otts'
Greenhouse
1107 Potts Rd
-2756

Hoot Eowyrefa
FARM Pro of Murray
Diesel tractors starting
at $3,695. Phone 270293-2003

in
bedroom
2
Northwind. Call 7539866 or 489-2847
2BR, 2BA + utilities,
first and last month
rent. $250p/mo. 1 mi.
from Aurora. 270-3549412
285
Metals Home Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent
9866

753

FREE GAS WITH
LEASE
MUR-CAL APARTMENTS
1,2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments
902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm, Wed. 11 am-6 pm,
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4484
TDD # 1-800-648-6056 um=

1)1:111.1C AU( -11()N

THE YARD SALE

Sat., April 9, 2005•10;00 a.m.

488 Kirksey Rd.(corner of

Poor Farm & Kirksey Ads)
Saturday, April 9th • 7AM-4PM

MOVING SALE

LARGE YARD SALE

A duplex,
with Call

luplex w/
-7457 or

1BR, all
Jniversity
ats, lease,
)51, 753-

APTS.
lal
posit
$280
$325
day!
;68.

3/2 near
dustry and
II utilities
us cable
premium
d Internet.
and
0 month.
?7-0406

ASU from
.ge 3 bedtment. All
including
ryer. Veach
770) 759270) 293-

ye several
large. extra
oom apartCampbell
Chris Drive
ritm. 00110111a
1 through
agust.
I ($335.00)
ly furnished
All appliincluding
iryer. Veach
(270) 759.270) 293-

Fa Rent
1. 1 bath
257
,nth.
I. 753-1159
borough, 3
bath, execne, living
1, den, mud
asher/dryer
ohda room,
-1317
downtown
k4109
1, 2 bath,
in city line
*nth. 759Oakfull, al1
furnished,
93-7738
iath newly
$500/mo.
paid early.
515 207 N
Murray ,
6th St. Nice
1 bath, keg, kitchen,
r,
stove,
arator.,
ar hookups,
orch. bonus
ket fence.
now 761-

cted!

IENTS
2071
/e
es with E-Tel)
ious units
les Range.
sal
iut
gy Efficient
ns apply
1(344 Cr
wee

CH

ENTS
iments
a-6 pm,

HUGE GARAGE SALE
94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles
1130 Wright Rd.
Thurs, Fri, Sat

*Wks Ti *ivies

CLOTHING
CLOSEOUT

$16.99

YARD SALE

R. CASH
ES„;,:•
JAM
--..--,

HUGE YARD
SALE

r

GARAGE
SALE

NEON BEACH
INI•STORAGE

*All Size Units Available
*Now Have Climate Control

..5.348.53L.

vu.r=1

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

•Dnvers: Get Home
MONEY TO
Guardian
•NursingWeekend!
Every
LEND/LOANS
Staffing
Staffing,
Angel
From Murray take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove. See auction sign.
-COMPLETE DIRECRegional,
,
Dedicated
area
Indiana
$$ As seen on TV Cash
TORY OF KENTUCKY Loulmolle/
From Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater turn
loading/
No
OTR.
sCorrection
setfuture
your
Hospitelsfor
now
all
clothes
e:
everyon
something for
NEWSPAPERS is availonto Hwy. 1836. Set auction signs, follow to auction.
unloading/ NYC, Co.
LPN's
lot$38,
to
and
RN's
LTCannuity
tlement,
able for $25 from
sizes, stereo & exercise equipment
40cpm,
to $15, tery
payments. Drivers up to
Press to $24, CNA's
Kentucky
Color T.V. - microwave - loveseat - sofa & chair- yard furniture - dining
Ownee Ops $1 '00/mile
(Bose, JVC, NordicTrack), household
available
.com
Contracts
ppicash
www
101
Association,
table & chairs with glass door china cabinet - knee hole desk - stereo 2033 Ozark
Don't wait for your US 800-264items, games, toys, books, videos,
Lane, 502-495-1199
Consumer
Lines
Motor
short wood bench - fish cooker - L.P. records - child's pool table - lot of
Prosperity
Call
tools
Frankfort, KY 40601 •Online Job Offer: eBay
.corn
www.ozark
different size nails -. flower pots - small school desk - United States
(8001509Price includes shipping Workers Needed. Come Partners.
ONLINE
•DriversBicentennial set - Buffalo nickel 1935 - 36 - 37 San Francisco
work with us online. $$$ 1607
and handling.
RT 4e: •
Philadelphia and Denver Mint Collection of State quarters - 2003 Silver
Weekly. Use your home
MORTGAGES/HOME TRANSPO
•Reach over 1,000,000
GUatdi
NOW
computer or laptop. No
LOANS
Eagle I oz. silver 1921 Silver Dollar - 1890 Silver Dollar - 1991 Silver
readers with one call!
Home weekends, 2,600
641N.
.
Hwy
necessary
e
U.S.
experienc
2667
Gold
Dollar
Twenty
1933
Eagle 1 oz. silver -1889 Silver Eagle Dollar
*Mortgages: Mortgage miles PLUS weekly; low
Contact the classified
ext.
1-800-693-9398
World Home Loans. cost insurance. 1 yr.
Piece Double Eagle - 100 Wheat Pennies - 1998 The Space Shuttle
1st brick house on hill on left department of this 1862
500-850 score. Perfect experience.
newspaper or call KPS
Discovery - other coins - 24 drawer file cabinet - step extension ladders
past Pella Way
Experienced to Bankruptcy credit
502-223-13821 for *Sales/
- electric power tools - other electric tools - router & guides - sander www onl metre nsport.co
Apr 9• 8-? at
Sat.,
&
8
Apr.
Fri.,
Looking for OK. Cash out refinance/
Installers:
about
n
informatio
more
m 866-543-1234 x 103
Battle ,lack - a nice horizontal air compressor - bicycles - yard cart - like
placing a 25-word clas- great people for a great new purchase. Over 50
furniture, household & decorator
OTR- Tanker
new Delta 10" table saw - 2-10 Craftsman table saws - nice old piano •Drivers/
nt.
environme
programs.
working
lenders/ 100
sified in 70 newspapers
al
nice 4--drawer chest. Many other items not listed.
items, prints, lamps, exercise equipCommissions up to Toll Free 1-888-276- looking for profession
for only $225!
drivers! NEW 2005
Auction held rain or shine. $1,000+ per week. 6954
ment, bikes, swings, little tikes sandBUSINESS
equipment, top pay.
Brinks Security. Call 1Not responsible for accidents. Lunch :Av ailable.
box, men's, ladies', and boys' clothing,
RESORTS RENTALS Bonuses. prepass & El
OPPORTUNMES
263
866-895-8
jewelry, shoes, toys and much more
Golf
•Pawley's Island and Pass. Rider program &
$275,000
•A
I) V\ \111.1.I.R 435-4144
Shoppers
*Secret
more! North
Beaches Much
tour
Litchefield
Dreamt Ex-PGA
Needed! Pose as cus1)%KRELL BE 1..\ I.: 435-44241 .
The areas largest selec- American Tank Lines
player needs Dealers.
tomers for store evaluation of family beach 866-748-6285
Income.
Residual
1). 1)%ti(11.‘11, 7(17-9223
tions. Local stores,
homes. All sizes and •Drivers. Over the road.
w/sucterr.
Protected
theaters.
&
AUCTIONLER & BR(W.ER
s
restaurant
price ranges. Vacation 35 states. Flat &sides,
refer. $69k
story
cess
to
121
go
Dr.,
ood
Fawnw
436
provided.
a I 2SI I iron
Training
Iti.1111C11 ill 110
I
Rentals and Resort late model conventionSerious Est.
req.
inves.
It l'u%
.11'1(
- Ili sr
Flexible hours. Email
New Concord, turn on 441, go
Sales. Pawley's Island als. 3 years experience.
bus. Unique bus. model
Call now! 1required.
Realty Company, LLC $2,000 sign on bonus.
800-805-4583
to Pine Bluff Shores, turn right
800-585-9024 ext. 6351
380
1 - 8 0 0 - 9 3 7 - 7 3 5 2 Start .34e-.38c mile+
S
signs.
BUSINES
on Fawnwood Dr. Follow
'The Advocateysislandreal- benefits. Call (800)444virwwpawle
,MIThrdarqUirilrhareiriiiril
Pets& Supplies
PROPERTY TO RENT
Messenger has an
Fri. & Sat.•8AM -?
tycom
6648
office immediate opening for
, AUCTION ) LAB puppies, 8 weeks
'
•Professional
( FAR
Owner
TRUCK DRIVERS
*Drivers:
twin bed & matcouch,
in
chairs,
rent
cldthes,
for
Director.
space
Circulation
a
old, full blooded, no
Fleet
HELP WANTED
:
Operators
SAT. APRIL 9Th AT 10:00 A.M.
music
US
pictures,
off
candiJust
knives,
Frankfort.
The successful
tress, dishes,
papers, $50 270-382$1.53.
Tractors
Owners:
'The Charles & Faye Miller Estate
Average
17
1-64. date must be able to
•$53,854.
near
127
boxes, all kinds of dishes, lots of miscella270-832-1759
700 give guidance to Home
2004 pay. Excellent Straight Trucks $1.15MURRAY, KENTUCKY 2800.
Approximately
neous
i
From The Intersection Of Hwy 121 And Hwy 641, Take
390
home time. Medical, $1.35. Free Qualcomm
square feet on second Delivery Manager,
Pak. Call Tn-State
Trip
prescnpHwy 641 North 3 Miles...The Auction Will Be Held On
vision,
closdental,
Supplies
bath,
&
Livestodt
floor, private
Single Copy Manager,
888-32c
The MiPer Estate Farm At The In Of Hwy 641 And The
tion card. Zero down, Expedited
ets. $600 per month, Outside Sales
80
New 4 Lane Hwy
lease purchase pro- 5424
water/sewer, Manager, NIE
includes
Wheat Straw
Owner
gram. Dont miss out. *Drivers.
etectnc, gas. Call 502- Coordinator and office
A[sictitan 11igts/ightt.sS2.00 Bale
Needed!
Call todayl 800-447- Operators
and
223-8821.
Develop
staff.
Mulch: Truck-load
TRACTORS-JD 4440. 3379 Hrs,C&A,Ouad, 18.4-38R1 Dts,12
Home weekends and
1211 Call Now!
manage a yearly budgEQUIPMENT
or Bucket
week.
Fr Ms, 2 Remotes,SN 06903R • JD 4430. 3627
the
during
leadership
Training!
Provide
CDL-A
et.
*Area
FOR SALE
Kelly Farms
FREE
Hrs,C&A,Oued,18.4-38R1D1s,SN 064979R •JD 2030 Dsl. 3474
with
$1.02/mile
stroller,
lamp,
staff
set,
Asst,
bed
Circulation
twin
to
t
set,
skills
Job Placemen
queen bed
$2,695*Sawmills759-8858
Hrs. Canopy, 2 Remotes, SN 1624401 DOZER-BACKHOE•
while being responsible call today to see if you Base plate. Over $1.02
baby bed, organ, bunk bed set: full & twin,
CavA 5808 Construction King Backhoe, Canopy, SN 8718655•
Call
LumberMate-2000 & for hinng, counseling,
753-8697
qualify for state paid plus fuel surcharge.
chest, end table, coffee table, table, dishCase 350 Power Shift Dozer. Canopy, Good UC, 8' Hyd Angie
LumberLite- 24.
Maxine 1-800-511-0082
evaluating
ng,
908
encouragi
800-398-9
training.
es, pots & pans, silverware, sheets. comBlade. SN 3)61283 COMBINE-HEADS:JD 4420, 1896 Ws,
Norwood Industries also
More
and maintaining an
tem4,
•Don't Trade pay for •More MilesChopper, Ski 400781 •JO 4403, 2489 Hrs, Chopper,SN 251537
forters, iron skillet, pictures, glassware, self
manufactures utility AN
Dnve for CFI!
Develop
Money!
staff.
effective
more
Make
•
hometime!
418590
SN
•Two-J0 444 Lo Profile Corn Heads, SN 242404,
propelled :awn mower, weed-eater, AC: attachments, log skid- new ideas on how to
pro($.40-$.43/mile) and get XM Radio service
Two-JD 213 PkIforms, SN 432293 - SN 277489 EQUIPMENTders, portable board build circulation while
work, lots of odds & ends & clothes
needs
Eae
94
Route
vided, class A CDL
State
2297
(weekly)!
more
home
JD 7000 Plafeless 4 R Planter, No Ma, Fart Attach • JD 8300
forestry
edgers and
compamaintaining open com(2701759-4408
Why settle for anything required. OTR
Dodd Disc 21 Hole DI • JD 12 Tire 3 Pt Chisel Plow • JD
equipment. www.norsolos/
other
with
needed,
ny
munication
1f3'
Rhino
•
Disc
Heartland
20'
Gang
less?
Black
230
1250 4 13tm Plow •2-JD
woodindustries.com
departments. Must
1-800-441- teams. 800-CFI-DRIVE
Homes For Sale
Express,
Hyd Foid Disc•2-JD RM 4 Row Cuts• W&A 6 Row Do AI•JD
Yard Sale
Free information:1-800possess strong commu- 4953. www.heartland- (800-234-3748)
1210A Grail Cart •9' Adi 3 Pt Blade.6' Bca Made w/Scartres
578-1363 ext.300N
wevw.ctidrive.com
nication skills, be
and
express.com
•3 Pt6 Ede •3 Pt PTO Seeder. JD 3 Pt T Cutter. 1000 Gal
ADORABLE
FINANCIAL
to
ready
and
organized
L
5
ANNUA
a Job? CRSTI
*Need
2.5BA
4 Wheel Water Trailer wiPacer Pump • Walsh 500 Gakri Pull
3BR,
.
afforciabld
*Driver- Be dedicated to
Wrangler Jeans
No experience'? No
PARTY
Sprayer • 32' Mayrath PTO Transport Grain Auger •52' Mayrath
1900 sq .ft •$$CAS1-1$$ Immediate respond to daily chaltri-level,
up
•Earn
customer
ONE
.Starting at
Electric Motor Transport Auger • 150 Gal Fuel Tar* w/Purnp •
updated. cash for structured set- lenges, have a range of to 47,000, Predictable problem! No credit
GARAGE SALE Recently
1100 Gal Vertical Fuel Tank w/Purnp • 4 Wh Farm Wagon
great neighborhood. tlements, annuities, law skills that covers across Home time '2600-3000 check. No monthly paygo to end of
benefit
TADCKS:Two-Ford F-600 Grain Trucks w/Hoists, Very Low
404 Camelot Dr. 436- suit, mortgage notes & a spectrum of people,
miles/ week, "CDL-A/ 6 ment_ Immediate
Rd, turn
Airport
Miles • Ober Chevy Bob Truck • Neck Over 3 Axle Baddioe
JG and have a current driv- months OTR 877-687- package. Now hiring in
Men & Wimien
flows.
2994. $119,500
cash
good
left, go straight at
Trailer •64 Mazda 5 Speed Pickup ••48 Ways C,J2A Jeep 4x4
your area. 1-877-443Wentworth 41 1-800- er license and
5627. JDC Logistics
AN Odds.la Stem
HEART of the city.
church, 1st house
driving record. An
GRAIN BINS:One-8,500 Bushel Grain Bin •Two-5,200 Bushel
8289
794-7310
Covenant
WM la Said
Brick 3 BR. 2 bath. 2
excellent benefits pack- •Driveron left
Grain Bins The Miller's Bought Nearly All Their Equipment
Needs
you
Excellent *Star Transport
Transport.
car garage; built 1999., •CASH NQW! Are
age and competitive
Fri., April 8th
New And It Has Only Been Used On Their Farm!
drivers
nced
Inexperie
?
payments
expereceiving
Pay & benefits for
(270)210-2470
salary offered.
-MON1100R-ITHIS:V3 KW Tian Screw Day Cab Gran Trix:k
household, yard &
Home Most weekends.
We pay a lump sum of Resumes and salary
rienced drivers, 0/0,
*BO'Bad & WM,62' Sides, Rol Tarp, Like NeW24.5 Flitter,
decorator items, nice
shared
LR,
36R,
brick.
RED
cash for your mortgage requirements can be
gradu- Peterbilt trucks,
&
teams
Solos,
425 Cat Eng,10 Spd, Air Rid,Super Sharp•'91 Int 9300 Eagle
clean women's &
tuition. Good starting
den, kitchen with eating note or structured setBonuses
students.
ate
Day Cab Road Tractor, 350 Cummins. Twin Screw. 9 Spd •'97
sent to: The Advocatesmall boys' clothing
pay. Food and lodging
area, 1BA, attached tlement. Call now 1Jet 42' Wiper Bona in Tniler•'79 Ford LN-800 Tandem
paid weekly. Equal
Messenger, Attn:
1 -800-455H/A,
provided
central
carport,
Good
492
Engine,
Horst.
302
&
Bed
800-916-1
Twin Screw Grain Truck 420'
Debbie Wagner, 330 S. Opportunity Employer. 4682
large shop, storage
Rubber • JD 1770 Conservainn Vaairrieter 16 Row Fri Fold
(888Y
MORE-PA
888KY
Story
Danville,
1305
4th Street,
FOR SALE
building. 10.5 acres, 12
Planter, Liq Fen Attach, No Tis • Case IH 25' - 4200 Mut 667-3729)
40422
Ave.
miles 94E, $87,000. •Wolff Tanning Beds.
Finishing Tool • NH 660 Auto Wrap Round Baler • Super A
nn
amnews.co
@
debbiew
-Driver- Stability &
Buy Direct and Save!
753-1951
FanmM waelty Mower ...
Fri.• 8-4
*Home
Consistency
HORSES
Services Offered
Full Body Units from
Come Prepared To Find More
470
'2500+
week
every
s
Color
Consignment
Free
Equipment
month!
a
For
$22
This Will Be an Open Sale
Sat.•8-noon
Stop!
One
s
Horseman'
'
Motorcycles & ATY's
AFFORDABLE Lawn
Catalog. Call Today! 1- Tack, Boots, Saddles, miles -02 & newer
Auction Reps Wit Be On the FirITI Fri. Apr ath For Check In
trucks. Great insurance! Care Lawns mowed
0 0 - 8 4 2 - 1 3 0 5 Repair.
8
com
eiaistsCrump's
visite - wwwww.laiinmeksr
Shadow
Honda
2004
.
9
3
6
8 8 8 - 346 - 4
free estimates 293ivww.np.etstan.com
lots of good,
For Platurost SI neetallsII
Leather Shop. 198
aero, less than 2,500
www.knighttrans.com
1924
Bowling
S
Road,
SERVICE
Grimes
HEALTH
mostly old and
miles, factory pipes.
Accepting
ALL CARPENTRY
Green, KY 42103; 1- *Drivers418
Call-759-3
low
as
Benefits
stuff
•Heatth
unique
--:::^i::
597. Exit 28. Trainees! CDL in 16 Remodeling, additions,
270-842-3
TWO story brick apartfamias $129/month for
Porter Pike Hwy days! No money down, porches, decks, sun
:AC',' Fo1;:,1,ici• 270-623-8466
ment building with 5 '02 Kawasaki Vulcan
, busi- I-65,
RC
financing! rooms, roofing, vinyl
Student
miles, lies, individuals
RC
1297.
two-BR units. Excellent 800, 8.700
-THE SELLING MAC:-.•.:
nesses; accidents, prement siding, mobile home
reimburse
Tuition
Ph.
condition.
r.
excellent
-produce
income
MISCELLANEOUS
hospital
scriptions,
'wow-MINT UM MIEN A MP
avail. Job placement
repair. sagging floors.
$125,000. 270-753- 382-2141, Cell 293- stays, emergency room
*Attention
asst. 1-800-883-0171
& water dam5934
545
termite
270-227-1
4109.
1502 Canterbury Dr.
visits, vision, dental Homeowners: Display
ext. A-50
age. Larry Nimmo
1&
4/8
Fri.,
denied.
be
can't
You
vinyl
for
homes wanted
commerical prow for rent
or
'Drivers: Best OTR job (270)753-9372
Ado Pats
Sat., 4/9
888-220-7303
take Property
ipi
siding, windows. roofs.
Kentucky: 40-42 cpm (270)753-0353
in
Easy credit terms. No
HEALTHCARE
7AM-11AM
2 spaces, both 15x50.
to start! Full benefits incI
APPLIANCE REPAIR
FOUR 33x12.50 15LT
Barkley
LAKE
payments until Summer
$425
,
unfinished
One
birth
Murray.
clothes:
w/
of
boys
Care
east
Health
miles
8
mad, dental, vision. SERVICE & PARTS
*Family
aluminum
10'
on
tires
ac
3.9
at $99
Waterfront!
configure to suit, $475.
to 4T (name
Plan! 2005. Starting
Call Linzy Beane resipharmacy discount & (270) 293-8726 OR
wheels. $400 435- Prescription
Call 1-800-251 $49,900. New to mar
One finished as very
brands), dishes,
Best net- month.
:
dence 436-2582
more. Time off every 14 759-5534
$69.95/mo
4308
ket. Ideal location. Will
0843
nice office, $475. Call
maternity clothes
days & assigned trucks Chuck Van Buren
work, Excellent coverowner.
Call
last!
not
Nelson Shroat 759XL, outside furniage. no limitations, •Earn Degree Online you take home. Own a
BACKHOE &
866-924-4328
3772
ture, boys toys,
includes Dental, vision, from home. 'Business, truck'? 90 cpm +fuel
TRUCKING
egal,
Paral
etc.
surch; pd plates & perpre-existing cond. OK! •
7,100 square feet on
ROY HILL.
24K
SLT+,
Durango
03
Acnoge
Call: WCS 1-800-288- 'Computers. Job place- mits, no forced disapproximately 3 acres.
Septic system, gravel.
A&F Warehousing
miles, loaded, $21,600
e,
assistanc
ment
n
Orientatio
2332
patch. Paid
9214 ext.
Office space. 2 bathwhite rock
2-Family
Near MSU $20-50
OBO 437-4722
Computer & Financial in Louisville, start within
38AC: 14ac in pasture
rooms, equipped with
HELP WANTED
436-2113
YARD SALE
753-7668
866-858&
qualify.
if
deer
aid
24ac woodland,
next 2 wks! 3 mos exp. Dozer work & Tree
1998 Chevy Blazer 4x4
gas heat, air hookup,
Story
1503
Control. No 2121 www.tidewaterte- & KY CDL req. eoe. 1building
Traffic
•Air
and
turkey
steel hoist beam, great
LS. black w/ grey,
hoe
Fri & Sat
MURRAY Store and
we train, chonline.corn
site. 753-7787
877-452-5627.
everything, Exp Needed;
power
lighting, excellent locashine
Lock presently has
Great
or
Cecil McLeod's
17-34.
rain
grads
HS
4-Room *Drivers/
•Free
92 acres located on
Company
moonroof. new Pioneer
tion. The building is
units available. 753Small Engine Repair.
Lots of girls shoes
pay, benefits. Must relo- DIRECTV
System
Heavily
Road.
Faxon
be
speakers,
can
&
CD
divided and
Flatbed Drivers. Home
2905 or 753-7536.
Pick up and delivery.
cate. Call M-F 800-284- including
& clothes, infant
standard Weekends!
wooded with some $6,500. 293-4146
BC/BS
leased by section. Call
753-9814.
fishing
6289
4,
size
thru
installation. 3 months Insurance, competitive
pine, some hardwood.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
Cut Lawn
equipment, tools,
CLEAN
and
Publishing
Premium
cleared
50+
site
•National
FREE
Lovely
.
equipment
pay. modem
PREMIER MlNISTOR
Wad Cars
OFFICE space. Village
bicycles, mens
Care. Lawns mowed,
Company looking for Channels. Access to CDL-A and 2 years OTR
ready for building.
AGE *Inside climate
Center, 1406 North
shirts & ties,
sales representative in over 225 channels! required. Buddy Moore free estimates. 293Creek flows through
control storage
4x4
F-150
2001
12th St. 1,200 sq
1924
household
pond.
plus
Kentucky. Willing to Limited time offer. S&H, Trucking 866-704-1598
property
alarmed
.Security
5.4 engine, travel Monday- Friday,
ri.753-7559
items,baby items
restrictions apply. 1 ,
Call Kopperud Realty. Supercrew
*Safe & clean
tilt
power windows,
DNJ Handyman
Commission position. 800-208-4617.
753-1222 for details.
'We sell boxes!
adjustable
wheel,
an
pays
Company average
Reduced to $900
We do all the odd
•We rent U-Hauls.
pedal, fog $720/week. Call 1-800power
acre. MLS#19909
753-9600.
and
liner,
jobs you don't
bed
lamps,
225-6368 ext. 333
& Motors
ACA Reg. Yorkies
WANTED: 30- 50 acres
492-8688 ROOF
270-978-1270.
canopy.
have time for.
Dam 4.5 lbs. Sire 6.5
for hunting. East to
REPAIRS. New
leave message.
1719 Magnolia
lbs. Both parents availwith
29
south side of Murray
Johnboat
293-5438
1449
Roots, at types.
viewing
for
Fri.. Apr. 8th
Regal,
able
Buick
'94
270-436-2905
1994 25HP Johnson. years experience. Call
& Motors
Males,
Females, $700.
trolling
loaded, 93.xxx miles,
Minn-Cota
Carters.
7AM-5PM
'W ill till garden ,
$600 436-5508 or 293$3,000 OBO. 759-4935 2001 Deck boat 21'6'&
motor. Pedestal seats.
Greener
Shade
A
oith tractor.
l
1 acre commercia
5508
furniture, antiques,
railer. Aluminum 115 Good trailer. Just spent
Lawn Care
Town Car
Lincoln
1991
le priCt
Reasonab
property. 5 bay shop
toys,
es,
collectibl
(OB). Garage $200 on motor. $1.800
DOG Obedience
7 years service
1553 Oxford, 4BR
Runs & drives excel- Johnson
with office. Located at
.
men's,
759-1252
Call
nice
dolls,
706
270-293-9
condition.
Great
•
kept.
DR
Master Trainer.
'Gutter Cleaning
LA,
2.5BA,
lent, $1,200. (270)7482575 Brim Rd. north of
boys', and women's
C till IflC and
I
270-436-5949.
Call
Trimming
436-2858:
rm.
g.
'Shrub
den,
kitchen,
5382
town. $72,0d0 negoclothes, bed linens,
Pat.
number.
*Tree Trimming
30x36 storage. 3,700
tiable. Days 759-4405, SHIH-TZU S&W paper
quilt, and houseToyota Carey LE, 1
'90
759-1506,
*Spring Cleaning
150+4P
total.
boat.
sq.ft.
bass
18ft.
nights 759-2122/227- trained 731-352-0037
hold items
owner, 120.5xx miles, Johnson. 2-depth findQuality Service at
293-4183
(, XI ON% kl
1186
731-642-5151
$3,000. 753-6918
Mowing
Lawn
Affordable Prices
1
ers. Trolling motor
vertical
with
2BR
1:\ ICE
I \NN \
mulch, other services
Free Estimates
Runs great. Looks
Sedan
YARD SALE
4dr
1986
duplex behind. Great
estimates.
2382
Free
also.
(270)519OBO.
$2,900
sharp.
great
$65,000.
gray.
AT NEW
t.
DeVille,
investmen
(270)395-9915
436-5101. Leave mes- 753-0462
starter car Recently
CONCORD
270-753-4109, 270AFFORDABLE
A-1
serviced, new tires, sage.
227-1545
FORMERLY
HAULING all around
753-S:,
runs good. $600 OBO
BOB'S CORNER
1986 17.5 ft. fiberglass 436-2867 Joe Lamb's
3 bedroom, 1.5 bath
wind- Mower Repair. Tune-up
clean-up, gutters, tree
walk-through
STORE
brick home. Great 293-9953
I)( .1%' fl-(
work 436-2867
Shield, ski boat, 140 specials. Work guaran435THURS & FRI
neighborhood.
horsepower, teed. free pick-up/cleav10:0D-?
4308
A-1 Stump Removal
Caws
Mercruiser inboard/out- e/Of
Storm Wndows
437-3044
VINYL 38R, 2BA 2 car
board. All new upholbtandg barrels
screened
garage.
31' Aluma-Lite camper.
DA-AFFOR
436-5141
stery, great condition.
Sornelherg for
porch, 1 acre lot with
extra good condition.
Clean
CARPORTS Starting
Fantastic find comes ABLE Hauling.
vr/
everyone
Appraised
Complete
6.
trees.
sleeps
gutters,
garages.
at $675. installed. Roy
out
trailer
2'11-489-6279
new
with
(270)436-2487.
S88,000. Southwest
hookup. Phone 435Hill (270)436-2113.
M*& tree work
293-9963
$4,000.
District. 435-4594
4526
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY.
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We Specialize in Cleaning
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270)767-0313 or (270) 527-7176

LAWN MOWING
• Lawn aeration, installation, mov.ing
,reconstruction, and reestablishment
• Chemical applications for treating weeds.
diseases and pests in the entire landscape
.• Free landscape designs and estimates
• Landscape installation, maintenance, and
renovation

RARE EARTH

JOHNNY WILUAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawNpatio furniture
Louver doors (shutters
"NO lob too small
•Free estimates
753-8858
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal.Spnrig cleaning, clean out attics,
garages. yard waste,
etc (270)489-2583
tAWN
MOWING SERVICE:
ant your lawn to
its best?
7M-trit
7214611

Plume: 270-762-0506

Dependable Lawn Care Service
•Lawn Mowing

•Bushogging
*Garden Breaking
*Grader Blade Work

LAYTON
Hudson
hauling & backhoe.
753-4545, 767-0213
MOODY'S
Mower
Repair pick-up & deliver 753-5668

270-753-6491 or 293-7919

UGLY ROOF STAINS

MOW Yards. Good job,
good price. 759-3072
MOWING, trimming,
mulching, painting, odd
jobs, cleaning. Free
Estimates. 767-0533
978-1115,

A W A Ye Roof-Mite'
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY
Web Site for
270-748-5449 •;eeDi,
,rni
1-888-272-7003 WWW ARBROOF COM

LAX'S SEAMLESS
GUTTERS
Install-Repair-Clean
Locally Owned

FREE ESTIMATES
(270)436-5403

WING

Call us for detaile

0.6

44,

um ProN.44
41

Licensed "

'Insured

Cesertplrfe I,sioion A I..tml,vt.spe

(270)293-8923
mow* -Mulching - Seeding - landscaping
Hedge Dimming - Residential - Conswerdel

530
Services Meted'
CUSTOM Tractor,
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging.
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll. owner. 4926159 or 293-0163
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
D'S Lawn Service
•Mowing .Blade Work
•Mulching *Bush
Hogging
•Gardens Broke &
Tilled
Don Spicelund
753-8428 or 293-6082
1'1\1 I1 ., I \\\\
\

I

Offered
GARDEN of Eden
Lawn Care Mowing.
trimming, hedges &
bushes
trimmed
Gutters cleaned out,
leaf removal landscaping 489-2689 or 1-888489-2689
Green Acres
Lawn Care:
•10-years service.
•Shrub and tree
.tnmming
*Gutter cleaning
•Spring cleaning
*Other services
•Quality service at
affordable prices.
(270)753-0462
227-8658

HALL'S HOUSE
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior
Reasonable rates
270-489-6084
270-562-02211

PAINTED METAL
ROOFS
Installed. 16 colors.
29 years experience.
Call Dennis R. Carter.
Hazel.
270-492-8688

•tsphall Pa% ing
l'iimmental/Reskklitial
Seal(
Sniping. battling.
extlirk at.14 OIL
\II Ii

III II Itlbh Pt%
759-05111 • 753-1537
PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing.
Landscaping.

Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work.

270-436-5507 Home
, 270-293.7717 Cell
PUSH mow and trim
small yards. $20 minimum. Call Robert 0
978-1275 after 2130pm
ROOF LEAKING/
Call a professional
435-4645
ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofs,
shingle rubber, painted metal. 29 yrs. exp.
Call Dennis R. Carter,
Hazel.
270-492-8688
ROSS Roofing. AU
types. free est. 7591859 or 293-4609
JOHNNY O'S
STUMP REMOVAL

Free estimates.
270-354-5224
270-703-1021

w.murrayledger
www.murlgmr.corn,

• nivietiottr.

,

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removai.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Isin Sinks
Moro*
Brese0.4
Ringerk Lewis
Gimin Omsk*•laisigig

Mile 2744119-2533

cia vs-man
270493.301

A

110‘11.: RI. MIR
"I 11.1ST
•Decks to
*JO ”•ar% c‘perieni
.a11.14i1in
at 293-012
RES1COM
Contractors,
LLC.
Residential
Commercial repairs,
remodels. additions
Replacement windows.
vinyl siding, decks.
Insurance Ciaitrks welcome. 270-227-2115.
270-436-5764

HAPPY
B I RT H I >AY
Friday, April 8 2005:

for

No matter how you look at the
events this coming year, what
occurs will be significant.
Sometimes situations stir up the
pot, making it more difficult to
see your path. If you are a man,
you might decide to make major
changes in your life. If you are a
woman, your sweetie could act
and be very different from the
past. Either way, Aries born on
this date might head out on a
new career path. Greet change as
your friend. You might update
your home. Some might add to
their present abode or spend
money to make sure their investment is strong. If you are single,
you might revise your thinking
about your relationship choices
and really consider what you
want. "Flex" is the code word. If
you are attached, your significant other easily could be reacting to the new you. Accept his or
her responses as you would like
this person to accept yours.
ARIES can trigger strong feelings.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace - Owner
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David's Cleaning
Services

Licensed & Insured

ist

mm.

rrt
www.murraylvagar.c
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592
WANTED: Yards to
mow. Reliable 2936119

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** A decision you make
could lead to a new beginning.
You have strength, enthusiasm
and intelligence: use it for yourself right now. If you feel that you
need to rein in some habits, do
just that. You have the self-discipline you need. Tonight: The
world is your oyster.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** You might decide that it's
time to head in a new direction
with a different person. Your ability to clear the path and gain
greater success will only come
through your strength. Check out
someone you meet today with
care. Tonight: Get some extra
sleep.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
***** New beginnings are
possible. Listen to a friend who
really cares about you. You final- 1
ly see a financial situation from a
different perspective. The issue
of money pushes you overboard.
Accept another's efforts. Tonight:
Follow your friends.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Unintentionally, you toss
ice water on someone else's
great idea. Knowing when to say
little could be important. You will
be in the public eye for the next
few weeks. Expect high visibility.
Tonight: A must appearance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** An eye-opening experience is about to occur. Though
you might feel intimidated, risk
becomes you. Take a leap of
faith. The untrodden path proves
to be the right and more exciting
direction. Tonight: Take off if you
can.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** An associate or partner
decides to make a late New
Year's resolution. Whether you
support this decision or not, this
person will do what he or she
decides to do. Don't get into par-

ticulars or worry. Everything will
work out. Tonight: Team up with
a favorite person.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Don't wonder; ask
Refuse to give in to speculation.
which could be far more troublesome than you realize. Steer a
clear course, and you will be
much happier. Ultimately, relationships will change for the better. Tonight: "Yes' is the only
answer.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Accept the fact that everyone needs a diet or health regimen, even you. Start planning to
feel better, which also might
mean a vacation. Don't tight the
inevitable. Schedule checkups
and doctor's appointments.
Tonight: Take a brisk walk before
deciding.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
***** You're up for fun and
games. If you let everyone know
what is on your mind, strong
reactions will greet you. Be
selective when choosing your
confidants. Be more childlike
and in touch with your feelings
Cover-ups don't work. Tonight
Jump into weekend mode.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Though you might not
always agree with family, you
can go along with a new purchase or beginning. How you
deal with a personal matter could
change drastically as a result.
Someone who might be negative
will sing another song soon
enough. Tonight: Happy at
home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** If you are fed up with a
situation, it might be wise to
express your dismay. Your words
will make a difference. You christen a new beginning through a
talk. You will see the end results
soon enough. Tonight: Follow
through on your favorite Fridaynight activity.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Expenses can come up

out of nowhere. If you like something right now, you are likely to
buy it. Establishing your limits
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rates. Call 226-9262.
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might be important in the long
run Someone you love might
push you to extravagance

Hic HENRY COUNTY

MC MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Ave • Paris, TN 38242
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For more
information
about how to
join the nursing
team at HCMC
contact Nursing
Administration
at 731-644-8256
or feel free to
drop in!

Daughter on rocky road
refuses help or direction

Testicular enlargement
may be harmless
DEAR DR. GOTT: One of breakdown of the skin. (These
my testicles is enlarged to conditions can usually be difabout half-greater than the ferentiated during an office
other. It began a few weeks examination.)
ago
and
I believe this is an approseems to be priate opportunity for you to
getting larg- ask for a referral to a vascuer. What is lar specialist. Your doctor seems
the cause to have adopted a "wait and
and would see" approach and while this
you advise may be entirely suitable, I'd
an opera- hate to have you get into troution? I'm ble in a year or two, when
past 91 and treatment (such as surgical
Dr. Gott have other bypass) would be futile because
health prob- of irreparable tissue damage.
Get a second opinion —
lems such
By
Dr. Peter Gott as a heart and with it, some answers
17 about the reason for your afflicattack
non and what can be done
years ago.
DEAR READER: A testi- about it, with either medicines
cle may acutely swell from or surgery.
To give you related inforinjury or the accumulation of
fluid (hydrocele) within the mation, I am sending you a
testicular covering. However, copy of my Health Report
the most serious cause of tes- "Medical Specialists." Other
ticular enlargement is a growth. readers who would like a copy
You need an examination should send a long, selfby your family physician or a addressed, stamped envelope
urologist to diagnose your and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
symptom. If the swelling is 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
merely fluid, it can be ignored, sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is the
On the other hand, testicular cancer should be removed current preoccupation with
— and can very easily be done dietary calcium (added to foods
so, even in an older person. such as orange juice and other
Don't put off seeing a doctor. non-dairy products) likely to
DEAR DR. GOTT: For six lead to gallstones, kidney stones
months I've had dull red or any other health problem?
DEAR READER: To my
splotches on both feet, ankles
and lower legs. My doctor knowledge, there are no reports
speaks of peripheral vascular that dietary calcium (from any
disorder, but I'm not getting source) will — in healthy indianswers from him, except to viduals — lead to stones or
visit again in six months. Is disorders. In fact, such calcithis condition cause for con- um will help strengthen the
bones, treat osteoporosis and
cem?
DEAR READER: Circula- prevent fractures. While it's
tory disturbances may result mostly for kids who don't drink
in striking skin changes over milk to obtain sufficient calthe legs and feet: everything cium, the supercharged edibles
from dry, thin skin to painful are probably healthful for older
ulcerations. I cannot tell from adults as well.
your question whether the veins
Copyright 2005, Newspaare affected (in which case, elastic support hose might help) per Enterprise Assn.
or the arteries are to blame.
In the latter instance, the situation will worsen, leading to

DEAR ABBY: .I'm at my
wit's end with my daughter,
"Fran." She excelled in school
and had a chance to go to
college, but she chose to be
married instead. Fran is now
35 and on
her fourth
marriage. I
have seen
my daughter
through one
violent marriage,
amphetamine addicDear Abby tion, and
one episode
where she
By Abigail
overdosed
Van Buren
on medication and I had to rush her to
the hospital to have her stomach pumped.
Fran can't hold a job because
she has trouble getting along
with others. My deepest concern is that she will commit
suicide. She has been verbally abusive to me, but I can't
just write her off. Fran is my
daughter, and there are grandchildren to consider.
She refuses counseling. She
says all they do is talk, and
they can't do anything. She
also thinks she is smarter than
the counselors are. The children's father is no help. He's
an alcoholic. Can you help
me? -- WALKING ON
EGGSHELLS
DEAR WALKING ON
EGGSHELLS: Your daughter's "overdose" on medication
was an indication that she's a
danger to herself, and she
should have been held for psychiatric evaluation then. She
appears to be very troubled,
and very much in need of professional help. Your concern
is that she might hurt herself.
Mine is that she could harm
the children. Since your daughter refuses to get help, I think
you should involve Family Services. Perhaps that will wake
her up.
•••
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DEAR ABBY: Because your
column reaches so many households, you are in a position
to share some much-needed
tips about riding in funeral
processions. Many automobile
collisions occur on the way
to cemeteries because mourners' vehicles travel through red
lights, and other drivers unwittingly cut into the line of cars.
Also, many cars get lost from
the pack, causing the occupants to miss the remaining
services.
I would like to offer some
tips:
-- First, hazard lights should
be used in addition to headlights, since daytime headlights
are used in various parts of
the country.
-- Second, a non-obstructing yellow paper with the word
FUNERAL in large block letters should be hung in the
window of each car to make
the situation clear to motorists
approaching from the sides.
-- Last, funeral directors
should distribute photocopies of
directions from the funeral
home to the church and to the
cemetery, so that people at the
end of the line will not feel
pressured into unsafe driving
to avoid getting lost.
Thank you for printing this,
Abby. Sign me ... WIDOWER DUE TO A FUNERAL
COLLISION
DEAR WIDOWER: Please
accept my deepest sympathy for
the tragic loss of your wife.
I hope your letter will avert
another tragedy.

Civitan Club essay chairman,
presented the awards. The essay
theme was "Good Citizens:
The Need of the World." :
Dr. Keith Heim, director of ,
special collections department
of Murray State University
Library, was speaker at a mating of J.N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy at the home of
Mrs. Ray Munday with MU.
Lois Sammons as hostess.
10 years ago
Fire destroyed the home of
Walsie Lewis on CrosslandWiswell Road this morning,
according to Murray Rescue
Squad. Part of the contents
were saved. Outbuildings were
also saved through the efforts
of the squad members and the
neighbors.
Recent Births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Whitfield, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Armstrong and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bennett.
Nancy Westerfield Crass of
Murray has been employed as
home economist for Murray
Electric System.
50 years ago
Z.C. Enix and Raymond
Tidwell have opened a business at 1210 West Main St.
The firm will deal in paints,
wallpaper, floor covering,
and
upholstery, carpeting
draperies.
Glenda Sue Waldrop and
Harold Allen Cannedy were
married March 26 at Corinth,
Miss.
Recent births reported
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hackett and a boy to Commander and Mrs. Robert Wallace McElrath, no dates listed.

10 years ago
Recruit
Seaman
Navy
Thomas W. Duff, 1994 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has completed basic
training at the United States
Navy Recruit Training Command, Great Lakes, Ill.
Cathy Mix Robinson of Wit-ay received the Murray Art
Guild's Richard Jackson Memorial Award of $300 for her
table of Poplar and Maple called
"Dance of the Cranes" at the
Guild's sixth annual exhibition.
Births reported include a
girl to Cpl. Brian and Kimberly Verburg, March 16; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Allen
Howard, March 29.
20 years ago
Calloway County High
School Chamber Singers and
Concert Choir, both directed
by Lavaughn R. Wells, won
superior ratings at the Kentucky Music Association Choral
Contest at Paducah Tilghman
High School.
Elected as new officers of
the Calloway County Bar Association were Rick Larnkin, Rick
Jones and Randy Hutchens.
Births reported include a
girl to Kelly and Billy Robinson, March 30; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Keith Phelps, March
31.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
winners of the annual Civitan
Club Citizenship Essay Contest.
They are Cheryl Jackson, first,
Margaret Greer, second, and
Jimmy Jarrett, third, all of Cal000
loway County High School with
DEAR ABBY: This is Betty Riley, English teacher,
embarrassing, but here goes: advisor. Reldon Norsworthy.
When a girl loses her virginity, is she supposed to bleed?
When I lost my virginity, I
did not bleed. So my boyfriend
thought I lied to him when I
By The Associated Press
told him I was a virgin. -Today is Thursday, April 7, the 97th day of 2005. There
HONEST GIRL IN NEW are 268 days left in the year.
MEXICO
Today's Highlight in History:
DEAR HONEST GIRL:
On April 7, 1862, Union forces led by Gen. Ulysses S.
Girls today are more active
defeated the Confederates at the Battle of Shiloh in TenGrant
and athletic than women were
50 or 100 years ago, and today nessee.
On this date:
not every woman bleeds. What
g World War II. American planes intercepted
In 1945,
is
me
to
concern
is of more
that was headed for 'ClitiriaWa On a suicide
flifIr
lapinese
that your boyfriend doesn't
mission.
him
tell
you
when
believe you
In 1947. auto pioneer Henry Ford died in Dearborn, Mich.,
something. Where there is no
age 83.
at
love.
no
is
trust, there
In 1953, the U.N. General Assembly elected Dag Hammarskjold of Sweden to be secretary-general.
In 1966, the United States recovered a hydrogen bomb it
had lost off the coast of Spain.
In 1969, the Supreme Court unanimously struck down laws
prohibiting private possession of obscene material.
In 1994, civil war erupted in Rwanda, a day after a mysterious plane crash claimed the lives of the presidents of Rwanda and Burundi. In the months that followed, hundreds of
thousands of minority Tutsi and Hutu intellectuals were slaughtered.
Ten years ago: President Clinton threatened to seto a lengthy
list of bills passed by the Republican-controlled House if they
were not modified in the Senate. In a prime-time television
address, House Speaker Newt Gingrich declared the GOP "Contract with America" was only a beginning.
Five years ago: Attorney General Janet Reno met in Washington with the father of Elian Gonzalez; Reno later told
reporters that officials would arrange for Juan Miguel Gonzalez to reclaim his son.
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Ta.1 - chuan
Antler wearer
Tampa Bay
team
12 Wear
13 Home-products
brand
14 Sediment
15 Dallas campus
16 Shed tools
17 Rock tumbler
stdne
19 Invigorating
21 Mama's boy
22 Pierre's lid
24 Debtor's note
27 Seldom seen
28 Angry mood
29 Soft breeze
32 Bounce
34 Black-andwhite snack
35 River floater
36 Above, in
verse
37 Winter wea

1
4
7
11

39 Set a price
42 Drops anchor
44 Aden's country
46 Not make the
grade
48 Do very well
on a test
50 Freeway strip
51 Diet
52 Harmful
53 Winter
precipitation
54 Too
55 Road sign
56 Sense organ
DOWN
Tierra del Dolphin habitat
Library sound
IRA
investments
5 Durango dude
6 Harden
7 Morse
syllables
8 Drawing forth
9 Help-wanted
1
2
3
4
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23 Foul up
25 Olive yield
26 Rocky
Mountain tribe
27 Fret letter
28 Police dept
rank
29 Where lions
roar
30 Before
31 Lets
32 Glass
container
33 Not certain
35 Minniemaket
37 True
38 Seafood Items
39 Appliance
manufacturer
40 Mexican gent
41 Felt certain
43 No-cholesterol
spread
45 End of a
threat
46 Spring training
Inc
47 Have the flu
49 Old name for
Tokyo
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Kansas voters approve gay marriage ban

Falwell leaves hospital after
lems
stay for respiratory prob
Jerry Falwell was

By JOHN HANNA
Associated Press Writer
LYNCHBURG, Va. (AP) — The Rev.
TOPEKA. Kan. (AP) —
after a nine-day stay for
Kansans overwhelmingly voted
released from a hospital Wednesday
to add a ban on gay marriage
respiratory problems.
and founder of the
and civil unions to their state
The 71-year-old television evangelist
he was admitted
when
constitution, but both sides preMoral Majority was in respiratory arrest
dicted court battles over the
ated.
resuscit
to the hospital on March 28 and had to be
amendment.
hospitalwas
Falwell
It was the second time this year that
The ban reaffirms the state's
g part
spendin
days,
ized. He left the hospital March 4 after 13
long-standing policy of recogd as a
describe
was
nizing only marriages between
of the time on a ventilator because of what
one man and one woman. It
viral infection.
also declares that only such
unions are entitled to the "rights
and incidents" of marriage, prohibiting the state from authorizing civil unions for gay couples.
With final, unofficial results
from 104 of the state's 105
Routine Eye Exams Only $39
,
,
414,235
on
Tuesday
counties
Frames & Lenses 25% Off
or 70 percent, voted "yes," and
Apply
'Must Present Coupon • hio Other Discounts
178,167, or 29 percent voted
Expires 4130/051
"no."
AP Photo
Critics argued the amendaround
gather
ge
marria
gay
g
ment could have unexpected Citizens opposed to a Constitutional amendment bannin
ht. Irtia S. Adam
s watch party Tuesday
00
308 S. 12th St.• 759-25
consequences, such as poten- a computer to view early election returns at a Kansans for Fairnes
........1111
-L
tially preventing companies In Topeka, Kan.
from offering health benefits to
employees' partners — gay or
heterosexual.
The leader of a national
group favoring the ban predicted Wednesday it ultimately will
fail in federal court.
"All these state amendments
are going to be struck down by
federal judges," said Matt
Daniels, president of the
Alliance for Marriage. "We're
in a race now — in a race
between the democratic process
in Kansas and other states and
- the federal courts."
Daniels' group has proposed
an amendment to the U.S
Constitution to define marriage
as a union between one man
and one woman but leave to the
states other issues, such as permitting civil unions. He said
such a federal amendment is
necessary to head off legal
challenges to state amendments.
Matt Foreman, executive
director of the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force, agreed
that the U.S. Supreme Court
ultimately will determine the
validity of state constitutional
bans on same-sex marriage.
predicted the
Foreman
amendment will spawn lawsuits
as gays, lesbians and unmarried
heterosexuals encounter problems.
"Does this impact living
wills?" he asked. "Powers of
attorney? Custody agreements.'
The enforcement of custody'
agreements?"
The Rev. Terry Fox, senior
pastor of Wichita's Immanuel
Baptist Church and a leader of
the effort for the amendment,
also predicted a legal attack by
opponents but was confident
the amendment would withstand scrutiny.
Voters in 13 states, including
Oklahoma,
and
Missouri
approved constitutional gay
marriage bans last year, joining
four others. Similar proposals
will be on the ballot next year
in Alabama, South Dakota and
Tennessee.
Some Kansas voters, like
24-year-old Eric Hetzel, saw
the amendment as a way to protect the traditional definition of
marriage, written in Kansas law
since 1867, from legal challenges.
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